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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

 
1.1 Purpose  
 
The purpose of the Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) Access Management Manual is to 
set out standards for managing access to and from state roads and highways. 
 
Goals of access management include: 
 

• protecting the health, safety and welfare of the public 
• maintaining the highway rights-of-way 
• preserving the functional level of state roads and highways while meeting the needs of the 

motoring public 
 
1.2 Authority 
 
This Access Management Manual is authorized by statute 23-1-40 of the Code of Alabama 1975.  The 
access management standards contained in this manual are applicable to all classes of state highways. 
 
Local agencies (municipalities, counties, etc.) that handle access permitting for non-state roadways 
within their jurisdiction are encouraged to develop their own access management guidelines. They can 
also adopt the guidelines contained in this manual. Since local jurisdictions have authority to implement 
subdivision and zoning regulations, local agencies also have the ability to apply a host of access 
management techniques: shared access, cross access, lot width requirements, driveway throat length, 
internal street circulation, and general thoroughfare planning.  It is through a cooperative relationship 
between the Department and local agencies that the safety and operational benefits of access 
management can be fully realized on all roads in Alabama. 
 
1.3 Limitations 
 
The materials in this manual are current at the time of publishing. ALDOT will update this manual as 
needed to reflect changing practices and new design standards. It is the responsibility of the applicant 
to check the ALDOT website periodically for updates to this manual. ALDOT recommends that the 
designer check for updates prior to each new permit application. 
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1.4 Organization 
 
The organization of the ALDOT Access Management Manual is described in the following text. 
 
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the manual.   
 
Chapter 2 is a general discussion of the principles of access management.  It describes the concepts 
on which access management is based and present benefits of proper access management. 
 
Chapter 3 describes the current ALDOT requirements for a Traffic Impact Study.  The information in 
this section supersedes Appendix A of the ALDOT Permit Manual. 
 
Chapter 4 presents the ALDOT Access Design Standards.  The information in this section supersedes 
any conflicting information from the ALDOT Permit Manual or ALDOT standard drawings. 
 
Chapter 5 presents guidance on retrofitting Access Management treatments to existing conditions.   
 
1.5 Definitions, Abbreviations and Acronyms 
 
For the purposes of this manual, the following definitions will apply: 
 

1. AADT: the two-way annual average daily traffic volume. It represents the total annual traffic 
volume divided by the days in the year. 
 

2. AASHTO: American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
 

3. Acceleration Lane: a speed-change lane, including tapered area, to enable a vehicle entering 
the traffic stream to accelerate to a speed where it can merge with traffic. 
 

4. Access Connection: any driveway; approach; or connecting street, road, or highway that 
connects to a state highway. 
 

5. Access Point: the location of the intersection of a highway, street, road, driveway, or approach 
with a state highway. 
 

6. ADT: the two-way average traffic volume counted over a period of time, two days or greater, but 
less than one year, and divided by the number of days that traffic was counted. 
 

7. ALDOT: Alabama Department of Transportation. 
 

8. Applicant: The entity requesting the permit. The applicant for work on the ROW shall be the 
property owner. The exception to this rule would be the placement of monitoring wells on ROW 
by a contractor through the authority of another governmental agency. 
 

9. Average Peak Hour Volume: for the purpose of these standards, this is the same as design hour 
volume (DHV). 

 
10. Auxiliary lane: the portion of the roadway adjoining the traveled way for speed change, turning, 

weaving, truck climbing, maneuvering of entering and leaving traffic, and other purposes 
supplementary to through-traffic movement. 
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11. CAD: Computer-aided Drafting software. 
 

12. Central Office: main office of ALDOT located in Montgomery, Alabama. 
 
13. Commercial Access: access from an abutting parcel that is privately owned and is for the 

commercial use of the property owner. 
 

14. Connection: the intersection of a public roadway and a private driveway or other public roadway. 
 

15. Control of Access: the right of access to property adjacent to a highway is partially or fully 
controlled by public authority. 
 

16. Corner Clearance: the distance measured along the curbline between the curvature of the 
corner radius (curb return) or curb cut and the point of curvature of the corner radius (curb 
return) of the nearest intersection. 
 

17. Curb Cut: a depressed curb driveway that is allowed for single family residences only. 
 

18. Curbline: the line, whether curbing exists or not, that is the outer edge of the paved portion of a 
highway. 
 

19. Department: Used to refer to ALDOT. 
 

20. Deceleration Lane: a speed-change lane, including the tapered areas, that allows vehicles 
exiting the through traffic lanes to slow or stop before turning from the highway. 
 

21. Denied Access Highway: a highway designed and built specifically for high-speed uninterrupted 
vehicular traffic. Its primary purpose is to provide an unhindered flow of traffic, with no traffic 
signal intersections or property access. 

  
22. Design Hour Volume, also DHV: the 30th highest hour traffic (vehicle) volume during a one year 

period. Highways are designed to accommodate this volume of traffic. 
 

23. Directional Design Hour Volume, also DDHV: the 30th highest hour traffic (vehicle) volume 
during a one year period, in one direction only. 
 

24. District: Local office within a Division of ALDOT that covers one or more counties. 
 

25. District Manager: Senior officer of a District. 
 

26. Divided Highway: a highway with opposing traffic movements physically separated by medians, 
concrete barrier rails, raised traffic islands, or pavement markings. Due to conflicting traffic 
movements a two way left turn lane does not establish a divided highway. 
 

27. Division: The state is split into geographical Divisions.  Each Division is then further subdivided 
into Districts.  
 

28. Division Engineer: senior officer of an ALDOT Division. 
 

29. Driveway (also referred to as a Turnout): an access point to public roads from private, publicly 
owned, and commercial facilities.	   
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30. E.O.P. or E.P.: edge of the through traveled lanes. 

 
31. Emergency Access: an access for the exclusive use by police, fire, and emergency service 

vehicles when responding to an emergency service situation. Such accesses shall not include 
the access to a police station, firehouse, or other emergency service facility. 
 

32. Frontage Road (also referred to as a Service Road): any public street or road providing service 
and access from areas adjacent to a freeway or highway. 
 

33. Functional Classification: a classification system that identifies a public roadway according to its 
purpose and hierarchy in the local or statewide highway system. 
 

34. Hardscape: sidewalks, bike paths, planting beds, brick pavers, ornamental lighting, etc. 
 

35. Highway (also referred to as a Roadway): for permit purposes, the area between the outermost 
limits of the ROW. 
 

36. Horizon Year: future year in which traffic generated by a proposed development is projected to 
impact traffic operations on adjacent roads.  Refers to the timeframe for projection of future 
traffic conditions to be analyzed as part of a traffic impact study.   
 

37. Interchange: a facility where grade separates intersecting roadways and provides directional 
ramps for movements between the roadways. The grade separation structure and ramps are 
considered to be part of the interchange. 

 
38. Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE): an international educational and scientific 

association of transportation professionals who are responsible for meeting mobility and safety 
needs. ITE facilitates the application of technology and scientific principles to research, 
planning, functional design, implementation, operation, policy development, and management 
for any mode of ground transportation. 
 

39. Intersection: the location where two or more roadways meet at grade. 
 

40. Lane: the portion of a roadway for the movement of a single line of vehicles and does not 
include the gutter or shoulder of the roadway. 
 

41. Limited-Access Highway: every highway to which owners or occupants of abutting lands and 
other persons are prohibited from having direct private access to or from the highway. Access is 
allowed only at selected public roads. 
 

42. Maintenance Bureau: final approval authority for all permits in the state except for those 
approved in the District or Division. 
 

43. ∗*Maintenance Manual: manual that describes the organization, administration, and operational 
procedures of ALDOT with respect to maintenance employees and maintenance activities. 
 

44. Major Development: anything beyond a simple commercial entrance with a right turn lane and 
the drainage associated with that entrance and turn lane. 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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45. Median: the portion of a highway separating opposing traffic flows except two way left turn 

lanes. 
 

46. MPH: a rate of speed expressed in miles per hour. 
 

47. MPO: Metropolitan Planning Organization. 
 

48. ∗*MUTCD: Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. 
 

49. Peak Hour Volume: for the purpose of these standards, the same as design hour volume (DHV). 
 

50. Permit: form submitted by the applicant requesting to perform work on ALDOT right-of-way. 
 

51. Private Access: access from an abutting parcel that is privately owned and is for the private use 
of the property owner. 
 

52. Professional Engineer: a person who has been granted a certificate of registration by the 
Alabama Board of Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors based on his/her professional 
education and practical experience to practice professional engineering in Alabama. 
 

53. Public Access: a roadway connection provided for a public way. 
 

54. Ramp: all types, arrangements, and sizes of turning roadways that connect two or more legs at 
an interchange. The geometry of the connecting road usually involves some curvature and a 
grade. 
 

55. Roadway (also referred to as a Highway): for permit purposes, the area between the outermost 
limits of the ROW. 
 

56. ROW: limits of property owned by ALDOT. 
 

57. Signal and Signalization: electrically operated traffic control device. 
 

58. Signal Spacing: the distance (measured from center of intersection to center of intersection) 
between signalized intersections along a roadway. 
 

59. *Special and Standard Highway Drawings: most recent edition of ALDOT’s standard plans for 
construction within the ROW. 
 

60. *Standard Specifications for Highway Construction: most recent edition of ALDOT’s standard 
specifications for materials and procedures used within the ROW. 
 

61. State Highway: any road, street, or highway that is on the state highway system and to which a 
current state route number has been assigned. 
 

62. Traffic Signal: an electrically operated traffic control device that assigns right-of-way or directs 
the flow of traffic. 

 
                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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63. Traveled Way: that portion of the highway available to the through movement of traffic. It does 
not include shoulders, sidewalks, gutters, medians, or auxiliary lanes. 
 

64. ∗*Utility Manual: manual that outlines general practices, guidelines, and procedures that affect 
the relationships among ALDOT and those utility entities with which the Department engages in 
contracts, agreements, and permits. 

 
1.6 Legend 
 
All symbols used in this document conform to ALDOT CAD and drafting standards.  
 
1.7 Types of Permits Associated With Access Management 
 
ALDOT issues three types of permits in conjunction with proposed development and access to State 
roads and highways.  These are turnout permits, permits for median crossovers, and permits for 
installation of traffic signals.   
 
1.7.1 Turnout Permits 
 
Turnouts (also referred to as driveways) are access points to public roads from private, publicly owned, 
and commercial facilities. Since turnouts affect drainage and safety characteristics of the highway, a 
permit is required so that the location and construction methods are acceptable.  A complete 
description of turnout permits and application procedures are provided in Chapter Two of the ALDOT 
Permit Manual *.  
 
1.7.2 Median Crossover Permits 
 
A complete description of median crossover permits and application procedures are provided in 
Chapter Three of the ALDOT Permit Manual *.   
 
1.7.3 Traffic Signal Installation Permits 
 
Traffic signals are to be installed only when justified by an engineering analysis to include the 
satisfaction of one or more traffic safety warrants and only after other reasonable alternatives have 
been considered. The satisfaction of a warrant does not imply that a traffic signal is required. A 
complete description of the Traffic Signal Warrant procedure is provided in Section 2 of the ALDOT 
Traffic Signal Timing and Design Manual *. 
 
1.8 Permit Review Process 
When a permit application is submitted to ALDOT for consideration, the review/approval process 
includes up to three levels of internal review within ALDOT. At each review level, the permit application 
is evaluated for, among other things, safety, proper traffic function, and adherence to ALDOT 
standards.  A description of the permit review process can be found in the ALDOT Permit Manual *. 
 
1.9 Exceptions/Variations 
 
For special circumstances where it is infeasible to meet the minimum access management criteria set 
out in the manual, the applicant shall submit a detailed description and explanation of variation to the 
Department. The statement shall address both the constraining site conditions and the serviceability 
                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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and safety of the roadway(s) to which the application applies.  Proposed variations will be evaluated 
according to the following criteria (including but not limited to): 
 

• Denial of the requested variations will result in loss of reasonable access to the site. 
• The requested variations are reasonably necessary for the convenience and welfare of the 

public. 
• All reasonable alternatives that meet access requirements have been evaluated and determined 

to be infeasible.  
• Reasonable alternative access cannot be provided. 
• The variations will not result in any violations of the pedestrian accessibility in accordance with 

relevant ALDOT-accepted guidelines.  
 
The applicant must submit written justification for the requested variation including any associated 
traffic impact studies deemed applicable by the applicant or as required by the Department.  
Restrictions and conditions on the scope of the permit will be imposed as required to keep potential 
hazards to a minimum.  The permit may contain specific terms and conditions providing for the 
expiration of the variation if in the future the grounds for the variation no longer exist.   
 
1.10 Department Contacts  
 
A list of Division and District contacts can be found in the Appendix B and on the ALDOT website at 
www.dot.state.al.us. 
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 Chapter 2 
Principles of Access 

Management 
 

Access management involves balancing the two competing functions of roadways – providing mobility 
for through traffic and providing accessibility to property.  The mobility function is defined as the 
provision of capacity for through traffic traveling along a roadway from point to point.  The accessibility 
function of a roadway is defined as the provision of ingress and egress for adjacent property.  The most 
basic example of the accessibility function is a driveway.  A roadway can be very good at either of 
these functions, but it cannot perform both functions optimally at the same time.  For example, a 
roadway lined with commercial driveways provides maximum access to adjacent businesses, but traffic 
entering and exiting these businesses creates congestion and driver frustration and significantly 
decreases the mobility function of the roadway.    
 
In simple terms, access management is a tool that provides safe and efficient traffic mobility while 
allowing reasonable accessibility to adjacent property. The key concept behind good access 
management is the application of proper roadway design principles and traffic engineering practices.  
Application of these principles and practices results in carefully planning, designing, and operating 
roadways, access connections, and the interaction among them.  For example:  
 

• Drivers searching for the access connection to a particular destination may hesitate, become 
distracted, slow down, and/or make abrupt lane changes.   

• Once the access connection is located, a poorly designed driveway (e.g., a small turning radius) 
may cause further uncertainty for drivers and cause them to turn from the main roadway at an 
excessively slow speed, creating delays and potentially unsafe conditions on the main roadway.   

• Poor parking lot designs may require a car to wait for a preceding vehicle to park, creating a 
queue of vehicles that extends into the main roadway.   

 
Drivers should be able to see their destinations early (i.e., the proper driveway), easily maneuver their 
vehicles to the exit, and quickly and safely leave the roadway.  Drivers making left turns also must wait 
for a gap in the opposing traffic flow.  Once off the main roadway, vehicles should be able to move 
toward the center of the parking area to prevent backups.  These and other driver-friendly elements can 
be provided through good roadway design, appropriate traffic control devices, and good access 
management practices.  
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2.1 Functional Classification  
 
An important means of managing a roadway system is to maintain a clear understanding of how each 
roadway or individual segment of roadway are intended to function.  This understanding is generally 
developed and maintained by having a functional classification system.  ALDOT maintains a functional 
classification system with twelve types of roadways.  Maps depicting the functional classification of 
Alabama’s roadways can be found in the Appendix C.  In addition to roadway type, ALDOT 
differentiates between urban and rural roadways to further classify the expected functionality of a given 
roadway.  The twelve functional classifications used by ALDOT are listed below.  Figure 2.1 provides a 
snapshot from the ALDOT Highway Functional Classification (HFC) map for the Birmingham area to 
illustrate the functional relationship among the various classifications (note the numbers next to the 
classification names in Figure 2.1 are FHWA reference numbers).  
 

• Urban Interstate 
• Freeway 
• Urban Principal Arterial 
• Urban Minor Arterial 
• Collector  
• Urban Local 

• Rural Interstate 
• Rural Principal Arterial 
• Rural Minor Arterial 
• Rural Major Collector 
• Rural Minor Collector 
• Rural Local 

 

  
Figure 2.1 – Sample ALDOT Functional Classification System 

 
Functional classification is important in the context of access management because of the expected 
speed ranges on different types of roadways and whether they are located in urban or rural areas.  As 
explained in Chapter 4, the operational differences between roadways with speeds less than 45 mph 
and those with speeds greater than that affect access management criteria (e.g., driveway spacing, 
turn lane requirements).  For this reason it is important to understand what type of roadway is being 
considered for access so the correct access requirements are used.  Principal arterials, whether urban 
or rural, typically have speed limits of 45 mph or greater.  In some cases it is reasonable to expect that 
rural minor arterials may also exhibit speeds greater than 45 mph.  Urban minor arterials, collector 
roadways, and local roadways typically exhibit speeds less than 45 mph.  As such the access 
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management criteria for lower speed ranges in Chapter 4 would be expected to apply.  As always, 
engineering judgment and knowledge of local conditions shall be considered by ALDOT on a case-by-
case basis.  
 
The overall speed on the roadway correlates to how the roadway is expected to function.  Higher-speed 
roadways provide mobility between different areas, regions, cities, etc., whereas lower speed roadways 
are intended to provide access to adjacent roadside development (business, residencies, schools, etc.).  
The concepts of accessibility and mobility are described further in Chapter 2.2. 
 
2.2 Accessibility vs. Mobility 
 
Proper access management requires that a roadway be planned, designed, and operated to provide 
the balance of accessibility and mobility appropriate for its functional classification.  Figure 2.2 shows 
the relationship between the provision of mobility and accessibility and the ALDOT functional 
classification system. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.2 – Relationship Between Accessibility/Mobility and the ALDOT Functional Classification System 
 
Allowing roadways to operate according to their functional classification increases efficiency and 
enhances safety for all roadway users. 
 
2.3 Safety Benefits of Access Management 
 
In addition to increasing efficiency, proper access management increases safety for all roadway users.  
The increase in safety is attributable to the reduction of traffic conflicts resulting from properly managing 
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access to and from a roadway.  Traffic conflict points occur where vehicle paths cross, merge, or 
weave.  Connections along roadways are where traffic conflict points occur.  Traffic conflicts cause one 
or more drivers to take evasive action to avoid a collision.  Crossing movements have the potential for 
high-speed impacts and are referred to as “major” conflicts.   
 
Different types of connections result in different levels of traffic conflicts.  The number of conflict points 
is a function of the number of legs at an intersection and the number of allowed traffic movements.  
Three-way intersections have 9 conflict points (Figure 2.3), while four-way intersections have 32 conflict 
points (Figure 2.4) if all possible movements are allowed.   
 

 
Figure 2.3 – Traffic Conflicts at a Three-leg Intersection  

 
Figure 2.4 – Traffic Conflicts at a Four-leg Intersection 

 
Access management increases safety by reducing the occurrence of traffic conflicts.  For example, a 
driveway can be viewed as a typical three-leg intersection.  As shown in Figure 2.3, a three-leg 
intersection exhibits nine conflict points.  Installing a non-traversable median at a driveway to prevent 
vehicles from turning left out of the driveway reduces the potential traffic conflicts to five as shown in 
Figure 2.5.  Installing a non-traversable median to provide right-in-right-out (RIRO) access at a 
driveway reduces the potential traffic conflicts to two as shown in Figure 2.6. 
 

Vehicular 
Conflict Points 

       16 Crossing 
         8 Diverge 
         8 Merge 
       32 Total 

Vehicular 
Conflict Points 

         3 Crossing 
         3 Diverge 
         3 Merge 
         9 Total 
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Figure 2.5 – Traffic Conflicts at a Three-leg Intersection with a Non-traversable Median 
 

 
Figure 2.6 – Traffic Conflicts at a RIRO Three-leg Intersection 

 
In addition to the configuration of individual driveways, traffic conflicts are also affected by the location 
and spacing of access connections.  It is well documented that closely spaced intersections and access 
connections increase the complexity of the driving task.  When access connections are too closely 
spaced, drivers must navigate complex traffic situations where other vehicles may be entering or exiting 
the roadway to and from many directions at once.  Reducing this level of complexity creates safer 
driving conditions for all roadway users.  Proper access management can be used to reduce the 
complexity of driving by requiring: 
 

• Minimum spacing between successive access connections, 
• Minimum spacing between successive median openings, 
• Minimum spacing between access connections and adjacent intersections, and 
• Maximum numbers of access connections for a given length of property frontage. 

 
Numerous traffic engineering studies have shown that access management reduces conflicts and, 
therefore, crashes.  Access management makes it safer for the motoring public to enter and exit 
property adjacent to the roadway.  Proper access management balances site access needs with the 
need to provide safe and efficient traffic operations for all roadway users by specifying acceptable 
spacing and combinations of access connections for a given property.  Specific standards for design of 
proper access management in Alabama are presented in Chapter 4 of this manual. 
 
  

Vehicular 
Conflict Points 

         1 Crossing 
         2 Diverge 
         2 Merge 
         5 Total 

Vehicular 
Conflict Points 

         0 Crossing 
         1 Diverge 
         1 Merge 
         2 Total 
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2.4 Other Benefits of Access Management 
 
In addition to increasing safety, access management has been shown to have the following positive 
effects:  
 

• Roadway capacity and, therefore, useful life is preserved; 
• Travel times and congestion are reduced; 
• The need for new roadways and widening projects is reduced resulting in fewer work zones; 

and 
• Access to properties is improved. 

 
In particular, it has been documented that good access management positively impacts the viability of 
commercial development and property values.  These positive effects are derived from the fact that 
proper access management makes it easier for the motoring public to enter and exit property adjacent 
to the roadway.    
 
2.5 Reasonable Access   
 
Reasonable access is defined as access that is generally considered a matter of physical necessity for 
use of the property, not a matter of convenience or competiveness in the marketplace. If alternate 
access locations and routes are available and do not significantly impair access to the property, the 
criteria for reasonable access is generally considered satisfied. Circuity of route and off site turning 
movements en route to the site are not factors that should normally be used when determining 
reasonable access.  
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Chapter 3 
Traffic Impact Study 

Requirements 
 

The ALDOT Access Management Manual covers requirements for traffic impact studies for proposed 
developments/conditions that may impact traffic operations on the State maintained roadway network. 
 
3.1 General Information 
 
Traffic impact studies are often required by the Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) to 
adequately assess the impact of a proposed development on the existing and/or planned highway 
system. The applicant shall have the primary responsibility for assessing the traffic impacts associated 
with a proposed development, with ALDOT serving in a review and approval capacity. 
 
The traffic impact study shall be the responsibility of the applicant and shall be prepared and sealed by 
an engineer licensed in Alabama who has expertise in traffic impact studies and transportation 
planning. The applicant shall submit the traffic impact study to the appropriate ALDOT District Manager, 
unless otherwise instructed by ALDOT personnel.  Upon receipt of a traffic impact study, ALDOT will 
review the study data (sources, methods, and findings) and will respond with written comments. ALDOT 
must approve the traffic impact study before a permit application will be approved. 
 
Applicants and their traffic engineering consultant shall have a pre-scoping meeting or, at a minimum, a 
conference call to discuss traffic impact study requirements with ALDOT prior to commencing the study 
effort. Items that should be discussed include: 
 

• the extent of the proposed projects (including initial, intermediate, and final phases); 
• definition of the study area; 
• directional distribution of traffic; 
• critical analysis requirements; 
• development horizon year;  
• crash history/safety evaluation; and 
• any other information relevant to the project and traffic impact study. 
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3.2  When is a Traffic Impact Study Required? 
 
A traffic impact study is encouraged for any development requiring an access permit along any state 
highway.   
 
A traffic impact study may not be required for developments whose trip generation estimates are less 
than 100 total (inbound and outbound) peak-hour vehicle trips.  A small development generates so little 
traffic that its impact is not measureable, even on nearby intersections.  When a development is 
projected to generate less than 100 total (inbound and outbound) peak-hour vehicle trips, the applicant 
shall provide ALDOT with a documentation of the anticipated land uses and associated densities and 
an accompanying site plan for consideration of waiving the traffic impact study requirement.  The 
method used to calculate the trip generation estimate shall meet the requirements in Section 3.3. 
 
For developments that generate more than 100 total (inbound and outbound) peak-hour vehicle trips, a 
traffic impact study shall be required.  Figure 3.1 presents a decision tree that shows the ALDOT 
requirements for conducting a Traffic Impact Study. A trip generation estimate memorandum may be 
required if the land use is atypical or if it cannot easily be derived from Figure 3.1 that the total peak-
hour trips from all land uses in a mixed-use development proposal will be fewer than 100 total (inbound 
and outbound) peak-hour trips. 
 
A traffic impact study is required when conducting a traffic signal warrant analysis as stated in the ALDOT Traffic 
Signal Timing and Design Manual∗*.   
 
The need for a traffic impact study is not totally absolved when traffic generation estimates fall 
below 100 total (inbound and outbound) peak-hour vehicle trips.  A traffic impact study may still 
be required at ALDOT’s discretion. 
 
The following are conditions where ALDOT personnel may require traffic impact studies regardless of 
development density: 
 

1. Impact to state highway system – Developments that do not directly access the state highway 
system but will impact the traffic conditions on the existing highway system. 
 

2. Change in land use and/or development density – A change in the land use or development 
density of a property accessing a previously permitted connection point. 
 

3. Update to previous traffic impact study – Previous traffic impact study that is more than two (2) 
years old when construction commences on the permitted access point(s) shall be updated.  
ALDOT may waive this requirement if it can be demonstrated that the conclusions of the original 
traffic impact study are valid for current conditions. 
 

4. Deficient Conditions – If in the opinion of ALDOT personnel significant operational deficiencies 
and/or safety concerns exist or would be created as a result of traffic expected to be generated 
by a development.   
 

5. Currently Congested Areas – Developers/property owners who are proposing developments 
along congested corridors are strongly recommended to contact ALDOT to discuss traffic 
impact study requirements and limits.   

 
                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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Figure 3.1 – ALDOT Traffic Impact Study Requirements Guide 

 
 

Traffic Impact Study 

ESTIMATED Total 
Peak Hour Trips 
(Trip Generation Memorandum) 

EXPECTED Total 
Peak Hour Trips 

TYPICAL VALUES land use type and approximate density 
expected to generate approximately 50 and 100 total peak hour vehicle trips: 

 
LAND USE 50 TRIPS 100 TRIPS 
Single Family Home 50 units 100 units 
Apartments 80 units 160 units 
Condominium/Townhouse 95 units 190 units 
Assisted Living 225 beds 450 beds 
Shopping Center 2,500 SF 7,000 SF 
Fast Food Restaurant w/ Drive-Thru 1,000 SF 2,000 SF 
High Turnover Sit Down Restaurant 4,500 SF 9,000 SF 
Quality Restaurant 6,500 SF 13,000 SF 
Gas Station w/ Convenience Store 3 fuel pos. 7 fuel pos. 
Bank 2,000 SF 4,000 SF 
General Office 32,500 SF 65,000 SF 
Medical/Dentist Office 14,000 SF 30,000 SF 
Light Industrial/Warehousing 50,000 SF 100,000 SF 
Manufacturing Plant 70,000 SF 135,000 SF 
Hotel/Motel 85 rooms 170 rooms 
Pharmacy w/ Drive-Thru 5,000 SF 10,000 SF 
Free Standing Discount Store 10,000 SF 20,000 SF 

 

> 50 & < 100 < 50 Unknown > 100 

Trip 
Generation 

Memorandum 

> 50 & < 100 < 50 > 100 

Generally 
not required * 

Generally 
not required * REQUIRED 

Unique Site 

Consult Traffic 
Engineer 

* Generally not required, but may be required at the discretion of ALDOT based on local 
conditions.  See Section 4 for complete turn lane analysis procedure. 
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3.3  Trip Generation Estimate Memorandum Requirements 
 
Trip generation estimates shall be provided in memorandum format and adhere to the following 
requirements: 
 

• Must be completed, signed, and sealed by an engineer licensed to practice in Alabama 
• Must include trip generation estimates compliant with requirements set forth in Section 3.4 

 
Trip generation estimate memorandum shall be submitted to the appropriate ALDOT District Manager 
for review and concurrence, unless otherwise directed by ALDOT personnel. 
 
3.4  Traffic Impact Study Contents 
 
Specific requirements for each traffic impact study will vary depending on site location and type of 
development. However, all traffic impact studies shall contain, at a minimum, the information in Figure 
3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2 shows a recommended table of contents for a typical Traffic Impact Study with suggested 
headings and subheadings.  The following sections provide details and guidance for each of the 
sections of the recommended Traffic Impact Study. 
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Figure 3.2 – Recommended Traffic Impact Study Table of Contents 

 
Preface 
 
Title/Cover Page – The report Title Page shall include: 
 

• Title of the report - States the type of study (Traffic Impact Study, etc.). 
• Development name – Lists the name of the development and the general location of the 

development (city/town and county located in). 
• Date – Date that this study/report was created, month and year only. 
• Prepared For – Name of the firm, entity, or development that this report was prepared for, if 

applicable. 
• Prepared By – Name of the firm or entity that produced this report, to include address and 

phone number.  Seal and signature of engineer of record. 
 

Preface 

Overview and Executive Summary 

Existing Conditions 

 Project Study Area 

 Existing Geometric Data 

 Existing Traffic Counts 

  Hourly Approach Counts 

  Peak Hour Turning Movements 

  Traffic Distribution Summary 

Existing Conditions Analysis 

Future Traffic Conditions 

 Description of Proposed Development 

Trip Generation Estimate 

 Direction Distribution of Development Traffic  

 Development Horizon Year 

 Background Traffic Growth 

 Projected Future Year Traffic Volumes 

 Future Signal Warrant Analysis (as applicable) 

Future Traffic Conditions Analysis 

Conclusions/Recommendations 

Appendices 

A –Proposed Site Layout 

B – Signal Timing Sheets (as applicable) 

C – Traffic Count Data  

D – Level of Service Description 

E – Existing Capacity Analysis 

F – Signal Warrant Analysis (as applicable) 

G – Future Capacity Analysis 
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Table of Contents – At a minimum, shall include a listing of the main sections of this study and 
appendices. Should a “List of Tables” and/or “List of Figures” be included, they shall precede the 
Appendices listing. 
 
Overview and Executive Summary 
 
This section contains an overview of the purpose and a summary of results for the study. The following 
items shall be included in this section: 
 
Vicinity Map – This is a map of the general area, at a scale of 1” = 2 to 5 miles.  This map should 
clearly show the project/development location in relation to the nearest town/city and the major 
roadways in and around the development area. 
 
Zoomed Map – The zoomed map shall show where the affected and/or proposed intersections are 
located with enough detail to locate the intersection(s) and the surrounding, affected 
roadways/intersections (scale: 1” = ½ mile or less). 
 
Project Description – This is a brief project description describing why this study was required, to 
include the location, type, and size of the development; roadways adjacent to the development; and the 
anticipated completion date and/or a schedule of phase completion dates. The location of any proposed 
intersections on any state highways anticipated because of this development shall be included, giving 
distances from known/existing intersections. A more detailed map/aerial photo could be used to more 
clearly locate the areas of concern for this study. 
 
Master Site Plan – This is a scaled site plan that shows all planned construction through ultimate 
buildout. 
 
Study Summary – This is a concise summary of the results of this study. Briefly state the recommended 
roadway and intersection improvements. 
 
Resources – This is a list of resources used for this study, to include applicable editions or revisions. 
This shall also include a list of any programs used in the analysis, along with their versions. 
 
Additional Information – This shall list the supporting agencies and what data were supplied by them 
along with all other information sources used in the generation of this study. All other background 
information about this location and project that has not been previously addressed and is required for 
clarity should be included in this section. 
 
Existing Conditions 
 
This section shall be used to present the current/existing conditions at the development site and the 
surrounding areas. This shall include, but is not limited to, the following: 
 
Project Study Area  
 
The study area of the project shall be determined by the type of development and the nature of 
adjacent roadways and intersections.  ALDOT has developed criteria to follow when determining the 
study area for all traffic impact studies.  Table 3.1 illustrates the required study area selection criteria. 
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TABLE 3.1 ALDOT Criteria to Determine Traffic Impact Study Area Requirements 

Development Land Use Type Required Study Area for Traffic Impact Study 

Sample Small Commercial Developments (Outparcel/Small Tract) 
Fast food restaurant Proposed connection point 

-&- 
All intersections (signalized or unsignalized) within 1,000 ft of 

proposed connection point 

Convenience store (with or without gas pumps) 
Any small single tract development generating 200 or less 

trips during any peak hour 
Sample Moderate Developments (Commercial, Industrial & Residential) 

Shopping center or commercial/industrial (<70,000 ft2 floor 
space) Proposed connection point(s) 

-&- 
All signalized intersections within ¼ mile and all un-signalized 

intersections within ¼ mile of the site property boundaries 

Residential developments generating less than 500 trips 
during any peak hour 

Any development generating between 200 and 500 trips 
during any peak hour 

Sample Large Developments (Commercial, Industrial & Residential) 
Shopping center or commercial/industrial 

(>70,000 ft2 floor space) Proposed connection point(s) 
-&- 

All signalized and un-signalized  intersections within ½ mile of 
the extreme access points 

Residential developments generating 500 trips or more during 
any peak hour 

Any development generating more than 500 trips during any 
peak hour 

Note: Any proposed development that has access points within ½ mile of an interchange ramp shall include all ramp 
intersections as a part of the required study area. 
 
ALDOT reserves the right to require additional intersections (beyond those outlined in Table 3.1) and 
any access driveways within the applicable study area boundary to be studied as a part of the Traffic 
Impact Study.   
 
Existing Geometric Data  
 
This includes a detailed geometric layout of the required study area roadways and intersections.  The 
following shall be included where applicable:  
 

• number of lanes and/or approach lanes;  
• lane and/or approach lane usage (left only, thru/left combined, etc.);  
• lane width;  
• turn lane length (full width lane and taper);  
• channelization dimensions;  
• site distance limitations; 
• details of any medians and shared left-turn center lanes;  
• posted speed limits;  
• existing traffic control measures;   
• traffic signal timings from study area traffic signals; and 
• any other roadway or intersection details that might be pertinent to the study/analysis 

(driveways, median crossovers, etc.).  
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Improvements proposed by governmental agencies and/or other developments not associated 
with this development but will be completed before this development and/or any phase of this 
development shall be considered as part of the existing conditions of this study. Information 
about the type of improvement, extent of the improvement, completion schedule, and the 
responsible agency shall be included for each improvement. 
 
Existing Traffic Counts   
 

• Hourly Approach Counts – A minimum of 24 continuous hours of approach counts for each 
study area roadway will be required. The counts shall be for the same time period, for the same 
day, for each roadway. These shall be taken on a typical weekday, unaffected by holidays or 
special events. For proposed intersections, roadway counts shall be taken at the proposed 
intersection location.  These counts shall be displayed as a summary of the approach 
counts for each approach, and the raw counts shall be included in the study’s 
appendices. 

 
• Peak Hour Turning Movements – AM and PM peak hour turning movement count summaries 

shall be included for each approach of each existing study intersection. It would be preferable to 
have these counts taken on the same day as the approach counts, but turning movement 
counts from a different typical day comparable to the approach counts are acceptable as long 
as they are collected within two weeks of the approach counts. However, these counts shall be 
normalized with the approach counts, or vice-versa, so that a proper comparison can be made. 
Justification for the way these counts are normalized shall be provided. Different peak hour 
counts, other than the AM and PM, may need to be considered depending on the prevailing 
traffic conditions such as peak flows during national holidays, schools hours, industry working 
hours, etc.  Raw counts shall be included in the study’s appendices. 

 
• Traffic Distribution Summary – Current traffic distribution for the location and posted speeds of 

all roadways within the area of the proposed development. A speed study may be required to 
validate realistic speeds along critical roadways. 
 

• Age of Traffic Data	   -‐	  Traffic data for existing conditions analyses shall not be over 24 months 
old.   

 
Existing Conditions Capacity Analysis 
 
An intersection capacity analysis of existing peak hour traffic conditions (as determined during scoping 
discussions with ALDOT) shall be included for each study area intersection. The capacity analysis 
should conform to the type of intersection it is (signalized or unsignalized).  
 
A complete analysis summary from an ALDOT approved traffic analysis methodology shall be 
included in the study’s appendices. 
 
Existing Conditions Signal Warrant Analysis  
 
A signal warrant analysis summary of any existing intersection requested for signalization shall be 
required. The signal warrant analysis shall conform to current ALDOT standards for traffic signal 
warrants, including approach count requirements, turning movement counts, and right turn reduction 
(where applicable).  The Traffic Impact Study shall include any supporting data for the justification of 
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any Warrants met. The completed ALDOT warrant analysis worksheet for each intersection shall 
be included in the study’s appendices. 
 
A description of ALDOT traffic signal warrant analysis procedures is provided in the ALDOT Traffic 
Signal Timing and Design Manual∗*.  The “Warrant Analysis Worksheet” is posted on ALDOT’s website 
under Maintenance Bureau Publications*.  All five pages of this worksheet shall be included for each 
intersection.  Reports generated by analysis software are acceptable provided they show the status of 
all warrants and applicable data verifying a satisfied warrant. 
 
ADT counts (without hourly approaches) shall not be used, nor will they be accepted, for the 
justification of traffic control signal installation. 
 
An existing traffic control signal that, after warrant analysis and engineering investigation of traffic 
conditions and physical characteristics, fails to meet the minimum requirements of the Manual on 
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)* should be removed according to established guidelines for 
removal of unwarranted traffic signals in the latest currently approved version of the MUTCD.   
 
A complete analysis summary from an ALDOT approved traffic analysis methodology shall be 
included in the study’s appendices. 
 
Future Traffic Conditions 
 
This section of the study shall show how the existing and proposed traffic will integrate together and its 
effects on the surrounding areas of the development. The following is a minimum that shall be 
contained in this section: 
 
Trip Generation Estimates 
 
This section contains a detailed breakdown of the traffic generation for the development in accordance 
with the ITE Trip Generation Manual*. This breakdown shall show peak hour traffic generation for each 
affected intersection. The data obtained shall be from “Peak Hour of Adjacent Street Traffic” for the 
applicable peak hours. Any deviation from this data shall be adequately justified. These generated 
traffic volumes shall be for the “development” only.  Adjacent roadway traffic would only be considered 
and combined with traffic generated volumes for use in the capacity analysis.   
 
‘Internal/Mixed-Use’ trip generation within the study area shall be clearly defined and justified in the 
study. 
 
The edition of the Trip Generation Manual shall be the current edition in print at the time of the 
study. 
 
For land uses not included in the ITE Trip Generation Manual*, specific trip generation characteristics 
shall be provided.   
 
Hourly traffic generation estimates for land uses other than Shopping Centers shall be 
accompanied by the data used to develop the estimates. 
  

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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Directional Distribution of Development Traffic 
 
Directional distribution of the generated traffic for and by the development in graphic form along with 
the justification of this distribution shall be included, especially when the development contains more 
than one driveway/access point. 
 
Development Horizon Year 
 
Considering the nature of certain types of developments, it is understood that not all developments are 
completed/built out and occupied at the same time.  Therefore, traffic conditions for developments with 
multiple construction phases shall be evaluated for future time periods after opening day.  Table 3.2 
sets out the required analyses parameters (horizon years, study periods) for different types and scales 
of proposed developments.   
 

TABLE 3.2. Required Traffic Impact Study Analysis Parameters for Different Development Types 
Development Type Horizon Years/ Required Analysis Scenarios 

Single Phase Construction Existing Conditions and Opening Day Conditions 
Multiple Phase Construction Existing Conditions, Conditions upon completion of each 

Phase, and Build Out Conditions 
Multiple Phase Construction - Large Developments 

(As defined in Table 3.1) 
Existing Conditions, Conditions Upon Completion of each 

Phase, and Build Out Conditions. 
 
ALDOT reserves the right to require additional analyses scenarios beyond those included in the table 
above. 
 
Background Traffic Growth 
 
Should the completion date of the development occur over 24 months from the time the existing traffic 
data was collected, the traffic data shall be adjusted based on the projected growth percentage for the 
area before development traffic is added as described below. Justification for this projected growth shall 
be included. NOTE: Historical counts shall not be utilized; rather, correct practice requires current traffic 
counts accurately reflecting existing traffic conditions or characteristics. If the study has been put on 
hold or delayed for over a year, then a sample count shall be taken on the main route to determine the 
growth from the initial data acquisition. All other traffic counts shall be adjusted accordingly, whether up 
or down. If ALDOT is not satisfied with this, then a full data collection as described above shall be 
conducted. 
 
Projected Future Traffic Volumes 
 
These are proposed hourly counts for each intersection impacted by the development, if hourly counts 
were generated in Section 3.3 above. This shall include the combination of both the generated and 
existing approach counts. 
 
Future Signal Warrant Analysis 
 
A signal warrant analysis summary of any intersection where signalization is proposed in conjunction 
with the development is required. The analysis shall include any supporting data for the justification of 
any warrants met. The full warrant analysis worksheet for each intersection shall be included in 
the study’s appendices. 
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The Warrant Analysis Worksheet is posted on ALDOT’s website under Maintenance Bureau 
Publications∗*. All five pages of this worksheet shall be included for each intersection.  Reports 
generated by analysis software are acceptable provided they show the status of all warrants and 
applicable data verifying a satisfied warrant. 
 
ADT counts shall not be used, nor will they be accepted, for the justification of traffic control signal 
installation. 
 
Future Traffic Conditions Capacity Analysis 
 

• Unsignalized Capacity Analysis – Analysis shall be performed for each peak-hour period for 
each intersection in the development, around the development, and impacted by the 
development. Refer to Table 3.1 for guidance on which unsignalized intersections are to be 
analyzed.  A summary from an ALDOT approved traffic analysis for each intersection shall be 
included in the study’s appendices. Should the capacity fail for a given period for any 
unsignalized intersection, then intersection improvements, failing volumes, and degree of failure 
shall be reviewed to determine if the intersection should be signalized. A valid justification to 
signalize any unsignalized intersection shall be included.  

 
• Signalized Capacity Analysis – Analysis required for each peak period for any intersection, 

whether signalized or unsignalized, to determine whether delay would be improved via traffic 
signalization or adjustment to existing signal timing elements. Refer to Table 3.1 for guidance on 
which signalized intersections are to be analyzed.  An analysis summary from an ALDOT 
approved traffic analysis methodology for each intersection shall be included in the 
study’s appendices. 

 
Conclusions/Recommendations 
 
This section shall contain a summary of the conclusions and recommendations in the development 
study area, to include a detailed description of the proposed site modifications with a justification for 
each.  Detailed descriptions of improvement recommendations shall provide as much information as 
possible and at a minimum should be consistent with the level of detail provided in the description of 
existing geometric conditions and traffic control measures outlined in Section 3.2.  A graphic 
representation of improvement recommendations is recommended for providing additional detail. 
 
The satisfaction of a traffic signal warrant or warrants shall not in itself justify the installation of a traffic 
control signal, as outlined in the MUTCD. Signal justification shall be based on geometric limitations, 
safety concerns, capacity analysis, and all other requirements set out in the ALDOT Traffic Signal 
Timing and Design Manual *.   
 
Appendices 
 
This section shall include any supporting data not listed previously in the study, copies of analysis print-
outs, raw data counts, etc.  This is the minimum information that shall be contained in the appendices.  
Any other pertinent information to include in the appendices shall be added logically based on where it 
is covered in the body of the traffic impact study.  Should there be no information for a given appendix, 
the area shall be indicated with a page stating that there is no information for this particular appendix. 
 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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The following is the required order of the appendices area: 
 

A. Proposed Site Layout – A detailed proposed site layout to include all impacted intersections and 
roadways. Scale shall be 1” = 100’. 
 

B. Signal Timing Sheets – Timing plan sheets for each existing signalized intersection in required 
study area (refer to Table 3.1).  Shall include timing plans for peak hour, where applicable. 
 

C. Traffic Count Data – Raw data section for the existing traffic data for each roadway/intersection 
impacted by the development. 
 

o Existing hourly approach counts 
 

o Existing peak hour turning movement counts 
 

o Any other pertinent field data 
 

D. Levels of Service Description – Description of level of service criteria based on the latest version 
of the Highway Capacity Manual∗*, expressed as levels of service (LOS) ranging from “A” to “F.”  
Generally, LOS “C” is considered desirable, while LOS “D” is considered acceptable during 
peak hours of traffic flow. A detailed description of each level of service designation shall be 
included in the Appendix. 

 
E. Existing Capacity Analysis – Capacity analysis printouts for each existing intersection/approach 

impacted by the development. Shall show the current level-of-service for the 
intersection/approach. Shall be based on existing geometric and traffic control conditions. 
 

F. Signal Warrant Analysis (as applicable) – Warrant Analysis for each intersection proposed for 
signalization and intersections within the study area (refer to Table 3.1) projected to operate 
below an acceptable LOS as a result of the proposed development. This shall either be the five 
page form from the ALDOT Traffic Signal Timing and Design Manual* or computer printouts of 
the analysis. 
 

G. Future Capacity Analysis – Capacity analysis printouts for each current intersection/approach 
impacted by the development and each proposed intersection based on the proposed/future 
traffic for each intersection/approach.  Analysis shall show the projected level of service for the 
intersection/approach.  Future conditions capacity analysis shall show unsignalized 
intersections first followed by signalized intersections. 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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Chapter 4 
Access Design 

 
The Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) Access Management Manual covers the design 
of access connections to and from the State maintained roadway network.   
 
4.1 Connections 
 
A roadway connection can be defined as the location of the intersection of a public roadway and a 
private driveway or other public roadway.  As discussed in Chapter 2, connection points create 
opportunities for traffic conflicts and crashes. For this reason, it is good access management practice to 
allow no more connections than necessary to provide accessibility to and from the roadway network.  In 
addition to being considered a driveway or public roadway, connection points also can be grouped by 
their type.  ALDOT defines three types of connections on its roadway network: 
 

• directional, 
• unsignalized, and 
• signalized.  

 
Each connection type is appropriate for different locations within the roadway network to serve different 
accessibility purposes. The connection types are described in the following sections.   
 
4.1.1 Directional Connections 
 
Directional connections are generally used to provide access to and from commercial and industrial 
land uses.  Directional connections refer to: 
 

• right-in/right-out access drives, 
• right-in-only access drives, 
• right-out-only access drives, and 
• left & right-in/right-out access drives. 

 
Figure 4.1 presents graphical examples of each connection type. 
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Figure 4.1a –Geometric Elements of a Right In/Right Out Driveway (Not to Scale) 

 
 

 
Figure 4.1b –Geometric Elements of a Right-in-Only Driveway (Not to Scale) 

 

 
Figure 4.1c –Geometric Elements of a Right-Out-Only Driveway (Not to Scale) 

 
 

 
Figure 4.1d –Geometric Elements of a Left and Right In/Right Out Driveway (Not to Scale) 

  
As shown in Chapter 2, directional connections provide access to and from the roadway with less 
impact on traffic safety and efficiency than full access connections (unsignalized and signalized).   
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4.1.2 Unsignalized Connections 
 
Unsignalized connections refer to full access intersections that operate under side street stop traffic 
control.  Examples include: 
 

• Minor road intersecting a major road, 
• Minor road intersecting a minor road, or 
• Driveway intersecting a major or minor road. 

 
4.1.3 Signalized Connections 
 
Signalized connections refer to intersections that operate under traffic signal control. Examples include: 
 

• Major road intersecting a major road, 
• Minor road intersecting a major road,  
• Interchange ramp intersecting a major road, or 
• Driveway to a large traffic generator road intersecting a major road. 

 
Appropriate traffic signal spacing is a key element in promoting efficient traffic signal operations.  Signal 
spacing that is too close can hinder traffic progression and cause excessive queues at high-volume 
intersections. Traffic signals spaced as widely and as evenly as possible help to improve vehicle fuel 
efficiency, reduce vehicle emissions, and lower crash rates by reducing unnecessary stop-and-go 
traffic. Also, traffic signals should only be erected when warranted based on federal guidelines as 
outlined in Chapter 2 of the ALDOT Traffic Signal Timing and Design Manual∗*.   Signals installed at 
improper locations can degrade traffic progression. Properly installed signals, however, allow access to 
and from the roadway while preserving safe and efficient traffic operations.  
 
4.2. Full/Directional Median Crossover 
 
Median-divided roadways require median openings to allow for crossing the opposing traffic lanes to 
access property or for crossing the median to make a U-turn.  Median openings shall be strategically 
located to provide appropriate access to adjacent property and roadways while protecting the capacity 
and traffic operations of the mainline roadway.  
 
Successful access management requires the median design to be non-traversable to restrict vehicles 
crossing at disallowed locations. Non-traversable medians include raised curb medians with either 
grass-covered or hard-surface fill or depressed medians with grass-covered fill, as shown in Figure 4.2. 
 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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Figure 4.2a –Raised Grass Median 

 

       
Figure 4.2b –Raised Curb Median 
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Figure 4.2c –Depressed Grass Median 

 
4.2.1 Full Median Crossover 
 
The ALDOT minimum spacing for full median openings shall be 1,320 ft.  On roads with speed limits 
greater than 45 mph, ALDOT desires a minimum median opening spacing of 2,640 ft. The minimum 
spacing is measured from the centerlines of openings along the traveled way, as shown in Figure 4.3.  
 
4.2.2 Directional Median Crossover 
 
The ALDOT minimum spacing for directional median openings shall be 660 ft.  On roads with speed 
limits greater than 45 mph, ALDOT desires a minimum median opening spacing of 1,320 ft.  
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Figure 4.3 – Full Median Opening Spacing Diagram (Not to Scale) 

 
4.3 Connection Spacing Requirements 
 
ALDOT requires specific spacing between connection points on its roadways in addition to minimum 
design standards for each connection point type.  The spacing requirements for each connection type 
are summarized in Table 4.1. 
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TABLE 4.1 Connection Spacing Requirements 
(See Section 4.3.3 for Corner Clearance Connection Spacing Requirements) 

 
Connection Type 

Minimum Required Spacing 
without Median 

Minimum Required Spacing 
with Median 

< 45 mph 
> 45 mph < 45 mph > 45 mph 

2-lane rural * All other  

Directional Access 250 ft 440 ft 660 ft 440 ft 660 ft 

Full Access (unsignalized) 250 ft 660 ft 1,320 ft 1,320 ft 1,320 ft 

Full Access (signalized) 1,320 ft 1,320 ft 2,640 ft 1,320 ft 2,640 ft 
  *  Minimum spacing criteria only applies to two-lane rural roads exhibiting ALL of the following characteristics: 

1. Outside of Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) boundaries∗ 
2. Current ADT levels < 2,000 
3. Peak hour trip generation potential of the proposed development < 50 total peak hour trips 

 
In the case of large developments with outparcels, access for outparcels should be provided only 
internally; however, shared or individual direct connections may be permitted provided that twice the 
normal spacing requirements are met. 
 
It should be noted that recognizing different uses and owner/user needs, ALDOT treats residential and 
commercial/industrial connections differently. The following sections define special conditions and 
considerations relating to residential and commercial connection locations. 
 
4.3.1 Residential Driveway Spacing Requirements 
 
ALDOT will allow a maximum of one access point or one connection per existing parcel for single-family 
residential homes. For conditions that do not meet minimum criteria outlined in this manual, ALDOT 
may require alternative access configurations such as (but not limited to): 
 

• shared use accesses,  
• service roads, and 
• back frontage roads. 

 
4.3.2 Commercial /Industrial Connection Spacing Requirements 
 
ALDOT requires minimum driveway spacing criteria based on the posted speed/classification of the 
roadway.  However, there are certain special conditions that may require further examination to 
determine acceptable property access.  Commercial/industrial driveways often present challenges to 
spacing criteria based on the amount of roadway frontage and the size of the parcels.  Therefore, the 
size and type of access required should be considered. 
 
As routes redevelop, there will be a desire by developers to have multiple driveways for certain land 
uses. The authorization of multiple driveways will be considered based on the amount of continuous 
parcel frontage. ALDOT will consider additional driveways only for parcels with frontage exceeding 660 
feet.  ALDOT criteria for the number of allowable commercial/industrial driveways are shown in Table 
4.2.  
 
  

                                                
∗ A listing of MPOs in Alabama can be found at https://www.ampo.org/directory/  
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TABLE 4.2 Required Parcel Frontage for Driveways 
Desired Number of 

Driveways* 
Required Parcel 

Frontage  
2 660 ft - 1,980 ft 

3 or more >1,980 ft 
*Subject to minimum trip criteria and other roadway conditions 
such as proximity to driveways from adjacent properties, ALDOT 
may require fewer driveways. 

 
Although multiple driveways may be allowed, access to additional driveways is subject to the roadway 
cross section and median opening locations. Driveways with no corresponding median opening shall be 
limited to directional connections.  Connection types allowed within a parcel will be determined by the 
connection spacing requirements of Section 4.3 and will consider existing and proposed (if known) 
connection types adjacent to the parcel on both sides of the roadway.  If certain types of connections 
are desired, the allowable number of connections will be subject to reduction. 
 
4.3.3 Corner Driveway Clearance 
 
In some cases, parcel boundaries may require driveways near intersection corners.  The required 
corner driveway clearance refers to the distance from an intersection of a cross road to the nearest 
driveway connection either before or after the intersection. It is desirable to maximize this distance to 
preserve traffic flow in the vicinity of intersections.  
 
The corner driveway clearance is the distance measured from the closest edge of pavement from the 
intersecting road measured along the travel way (through lanes) to closest edge of a proposed 
driveway.  Requirements for corner connection clearance access are shown in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. 
 

TABLE 4.3 Corner Clearance Connection Spacing Requirements 
WITHOUT MEDIAN 

 
Connection Type 

Minimum Required Corner Clearance 
WITHOUT MEDIAN 

< 45 mph 
> 45 mph 

2-lane rural * All other  

Right-In (upstream only) 125 ft 250 ft 440 ft 

Right-Out (downstream only) 125 ft 250 ft 660 ft 

Right-In/Right-Out 250 ft 275 ft 660 ft 

Full Access (unsignalized) 250 ft 660 ft 1,320 ft 

Full Access (signalized) 1,320 ft 1,320 ft 2,640 ft 
  *  Minimum spacing criteria only applies to 2-LANE RURAL roads exhibiting ALL of the following characteristics: 

1. Outside of Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) boundaries∗∗ 
2. Current ADT levels < 2,000 
3. Peak hour trip generation potential of the proposed development < 50 total peak hour trips 

  
 Note: It is desirable to maximize the distance between the corner parcel connection and the adjacent intersection.
 Minimum connection spacing criteria for corner clearance should only be considered when greater spacing cannot 
 be achieved. 

  

                                                
∗∗ A listing of MPOs in Alabama can be found at https://www.ampo.org/directory/  
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TABLE 4.4 Corner Clearance Connection Spacing Requirements 
WITH MEDIAN 

 
Connection Type 

Minimum* Required Corner Clearance 
WITH MEDIAN 

< 45 mph 
> 45 mph 

Urban  All other  

Right-In (upstream only) 125 ft 250 ft 440 ft 

Right-Out (downstream only) 125 ft 250 ft 660 ft 

Right-In/Right-Out 250 ft 275 ft 660 ft 

Full Access (unsignalized) 660 ft 1,320 ft 1,320 ft 

Full Access (signalized) 1,320 ft 2,640 ft 2,640 ft 
 
1. Minimum connection spacing criteria for corner clearance should only be considered when greater spacing cannot 

be achieved. 
2. Minimum spacing criteria only applies to roads in MPO areas (see Appendix) with high density traffic conditions. 
3. It is desirable to maximize the distance between the corner parcel connection and adjacent intersections 

 
Examples of corner clearance requirements are illustrated in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. 
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Figure 4.4 – Corner Spacing Criteria for Approaching Intersections (Not to Scale) 
(Refer to Tables 4.3 and 4.4 for additional corner spacing criteria) 
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Figure 4.5 – Corner Spacing Criteria for Departing Intersections (Not to Scale) 
 Refer to Tables 4.3 and 4.4 for additional corner spacing criteria. 

 
4.4 Driveway Geometric Design 
 
Driveway design is a critical component to the transportation system and essential to achieve efficient 
operations. Entry width, radius, and offset are the key components to driveway design.  The following 
sections outline general required driveway design characteristics.  For detailed driveway design 
characteristics see the ALDOT Permit Manual∗* and ALDOT Standard & Special Drawings*. 
 
  

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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4.4.1 Driveway Width 
 
The entry width is the most critical component of driveway design because it has to serve both right 
turning and left turning vehicles.  It should be sufficient to allow a vehicle to enter without having to slow 
down excessively and it should allow vehicles to enter and exit simultaneously. Inadequate driveway 
design creates conflicts that can be detrimental to safety and operations on the mainline.  With this in 
mind, the minimum driveway width shall be 24 ft wide two-lane driveways intersecting ALDOT 
roadways as shown in Figure 4.6. 
 
The following should be considered when determining the required driveway widths: 
 

• AASHTO vehicle turning paths∗* should be evaluated to determine the required width beyond 
ALDOT minimums. 

• Directional driveways shall provide additional lane widths depending on driveway radii, angle of 
entry, AASHTO vehicle turning paths*, and any other specific site conditions.   

• Multi-lane driveways (undivided or median divided) shall provide a minimum of 12 ft wide lanes 
on ALDOT right of way.   

• In the case of median divided driveways, care should be taken to limit the width of the median to 
a minimum along ALDOT right of way to limit the overall width of the intersection.  
 

 
Figure 4.6 – Minimum Driveway Width 

 
4.4.2 Driveway Radii 
 
Driveway radii should be designed to provide safety and ease of vehicle movement for the largest 
vehicle that will regularly use the driveway.  The applicant should check the latest edition of the ALDOT 
Permit Manual for latest applicable minimum driveway radii requirements. Table 4.5 indicates minimum 
radii for various types of driveways based on the land use served.  
 

TABLE 4.5 Minimum Radii by Driveway Type 
Driveway Type Min. Driveway Radius (ft) 

Residential 25 

Commercial/Industrial 50 

Truck access 75 

 
Although not required for all permits, AASHTO vehicle turning paths* should be examined for every 
driveway proposed to access an ALDOT right of way.  It should be noted that if a high volume of trucks 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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are expected to use an access, ALDOT may require that turning analysis be submitted with the permit 
application. The selected design vehicle should maintain a 2 ft clearance from the traveled way, curb 
line, or median during a right turn maneuver. 
 
4.4.3 Driveway Storage/Circulation 
 
Throat length can be defined as the distance from the edge of the traveled way along the main roadway 
to the first conflict point on a driveway or roadway.  The throat length distance is a key component for 
safe and efficient traffic operations along the main roadway.  The throat length should be designed to 
facilitate the movement of vehicles off the roadway to prevent the queuing of vehicles onto the traveled 
way.  It is recommended that additional distance (as much as practical) be provided for signalized 
driveways and higher-volume unsignalized driveways where driveway queue lengths could impact the 
ability of vehicles leaving the roadway to transition into the internal circulation system.  ALDOT may 
require an analysis of the applicable location of internal circulation to demonstrate that the throat length 
is adequate for projected traffic conditions. 
 
Frontage roadways that run parallel to ALDOT roadways are recommended to provide a 200’ throat 
length (or greater) whenever possible.  It is recommended that throat lengths be discussed with ALDOT 
whenever considering frontage roadways.   Figure 4.7 shows a typical spacing required from the main 
roadway at a connection point to an adjacent frontage road.   
 

 
Figure 4.7 – Typical Driveway Layout With Frontage Road (Not to Scale) 

 
 
4.5 Left Turn Lanes 
 
Left turns at unsignalized connections and at signalized intersections with permitted left turn 
movements require turning vehicles to yield to oncoming traffic and wait for an acceptable gap to make 
the left turn maneuver.  In cases where there is no exclusive left turn lane, these vehicles must slow 
down or stop in a through lane while awaiting an acceptable gap.  These conditions increase the risk of 
a rear-end crash and may result in left turning vehicles taking risks and accepting gaps in oncoming 
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traffic that are too small, thus increasing the chance of a right-angle crash.  For these reasons, an 
exclusive left turn lane may need to be provided. 
 
Although there are clear safety and operational benefits of exclusive left turn lanes, they may not be 
required or even feasible for all locations.  For this reason, an analysis must be performed to determine 
whether or not an exclusive left-turn lane is warranted. The following sections provide procedures for 
performing left turn lane warrant analyses and describe the ALDOT geometric requirements 
(deceleration length and width) for left-turn lanes. 
 
4.5.1 Left Turn Lane Warrants 
 
ALDOT requires left turn lanes at any new access unless a left turn lane warrant analysis shows 
definitively that one is not necessary.   Left turn lane warrant procedures for two-lane and multi-lane 
roadways are discussed in the following sections. These procedures apply to left turn lanes at 
unsignalized connections (e.g., intersections, driveways, and median crossovers).  The procedures also 
apply to signalized connections where left turns operate as “permissive” requiring turning vehicles to 
yield to oncoming traffic and wait for an acceptable gap to make the left turn maneuver (as in the case 
of unsignalized left turns).   
 
In many cases, left turns at a signalized intersection may need to operate as “protected” with an 
exclusive left turn phase (i.e., left turn arrow).   Protected left turn phasing and warrants for exclusive 
left turn phases at signalized intersections are addressed in Section 3.3 and 3.4 of the ALDOT Traffic 
Signal Timing and Design Manual∗*.     
 
For initial screening, refer to ALDOT quick reference sheet for turn lanes in the Appendix D. 
 
4.5.1.1 Two-lane Roadways 
 
A left turn lane is considered “warranted” on a two-lane roadway when any of the following conditions 
are met:  
 

• An engineering evaluation indicates insufficient stopping sight distance for traffic movements 
opposing the left turn as per AASHTO criteria; 

• An evaluation of crash experience (if left turn movement exists) indicates that there have been 
five or more crashes within a 12 month period that could have been mitigated by the installation 
of a left-turn lane;  

• An engineering evaluation of the impacts of heavy vehicles (percent trucks, grades effects, etc.) 
on left turn operations and safety; or  

• An evaluation of applicable traffic volumes shows a left turn lane to be warranted.  A left/right 
Turn Lane Quick Guide is available in Appendix D of this manual.  It can be used as a screening 
tool to determine whether a turn lane is warranted.  If the left/right Turn Lane Quick Guide 
indicates a turn lane is warranted, then Section 4.5.2 of this manual should be consulted to 
determine dimensional requirements for left turn lanes.  If the applicant does not concur with the 
results of the left/right Turn Lane Quick Guide or it does not apply to a particular situation, a full 
left turn lane warrant analysis based on the procedures documented in NCHRP Report 457* 
should be conducted and the results submitted to ALDOT with the permit application. 

 
  

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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4.5.1.2 Multi-Lane Roadway 
 
A left turn lane shall be required at all connections on median divided roadways.  This applies not only 
to new median openings and connections but also existing connections and median openings when 
there is a change of use resulting from a proposed development.  Left turn lanes shall also be 
considered in certain circumstances for multi-lane undivided roadways.  In the event a turn lane is 
considered for a multi-lane, undivided roadway, the applicant shall discuss with ALDOT prior to filing a 
permit request.  
 
4.5.2 Left Turn Lane Geometric Design 
 
Once the need for an exclusive left turn lane has been established, the design of the new lane must 
conform to all applicable ALDOT standards.  The following sections describe the ALDOT geometric 
requirements (storage length, taper dimensions and width) for exclusive left turn lanes. 
 
4.5.2.1 Turn Lane Lengths 
 
Single turn lanes along ALDOT routes shall provide space for turning vehicles to decelerate as well as 
storage for turning vehicles to queue.  As stated in the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of 
Highways and Streets∗*. “The length of the auxiliary lanes for turning vehicles consists of three 
components: (1) entering taper, (2) deceleration length, and (3) storage length.  Desirably the total 
length of the auxiliary lane should be the sum of the length for these three components.  Common 
practice, however, is to accept a moderate amount of deceleration within the through lanes and to 
consider taper length as a part of the deceleration within the through lanes.” 
 
Therefore, the critical length components of left turn lanes along ALDOT routes are considered to be 
the following: 
 

• deceleration length and 
• storage length. 

 
The various geometric design elements of a left turn lane are shown in Figure 4.8. 
 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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Minimum ALDOT requirements for the geometric design elements of left turn lanes are shown in Table 
4.6.   
 

TABLE 4.6 Minimum Lengths for Left Turn Geometric Design Elements 
Design Speed 

(MPH) 
Total Turn Lane 

Length (ft) Taper Length (ft) Transition Taper 
Length (ft) 

40 325 100 26.7 * W 

45 375 100 45.0 * W 

50 425 100 50.0 * W 

55 465 180 55.0 * W 

60 500 180 60.0 * W 

65 550 180 65.0 * W 

70 600 180 70.0 * W 

1. All turn lane lengths shown in Table 4.6 account for a 10MPH reduction in the through travel lane prior to 
entering the turn lane. 

2. All turn lane lengths are minimums.  Vehicle storage requirements shall be verified and turn lanes shall be 
lengthened where required. 

3. W = width of transition (feet). 
 
Lengths illustrated in Table 4.6 are stated minimum values only. Minimum left turn lane lengths will only 
be allowed in instances where projected peak vehicle queue does not exceed the minimum storage 
length.  A vehicle queue analysis for morning and afternoon peak periods must be included to justify the 
proposed storage length component for any left turn lane permit application (see Section 4.5.2.3). 

4.5.2.2  Left Turn Lane Tapers 
 
ALDOT requires a straight line taper for left turn lanes. For median left-turn lanes, a minimum median 
width of 18 ft (12 ft lane width, 2 ft offset, and a 4 ft median divider) is recommended to accommodate a 
single left-turn lane. The absolute minimum median width is 14 ft.  
 
Where pedestrians may be present, the divider must be at least 5 ft. wide and preferably at least 6 ft. 
wide.  Where a raised divider extends into the pedestrian cross-walk, a cut-through that is a minimum 
of 5 ft. x 5 ft. must be provided as shown in Figure 4.9.  

 
Figure 4.9 – Geometric Design Elements of a Left Turn Lane With Marked Crossing (Not to Scale) 

 

4.5.2.3  Left Turn Storage 
Turn lanes shall provide sufficient storage length to accommodate the number of vehicles likely to 
accumulate during specific intervals within periods of peak traffic.   
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• Unsignalized intersections – The storage length may be based upon the number of turning 
vehicles arriving in an average two-minute period within the peak hour. The required vehicle 
storage length shall be calculated to verify that minimum storage lengths are sufficient.  When 
completing left turn lane storage analysis, special care should be given to accommodate the 
truck storage requirements of the left turn lane (where required).   
 

• Signalized intersections – Storage length at signalized intersections depends upon signal 
cycle length, signal phasing, and the arrival/departure rate of turning vehicles.  The required 
storage length shall be based upon two times the average number of vehicles that would be 
expected to queue in the left turn lane per cycle.  When completing left turn lane storage 
analysis, special care should be given to accommodate the queuing of adjacent through lanes.   

 
For reference, a procedure to estimate the required storage length for left turn lanes is provided in the 
appendix. It is recommended that the required left turn storage for unsignalized and signalized 
intersections be obtained using an ALDOT approved traffic model. 
 
4.5.3 Dual Left Turn Lanes 
 
Certain situations may warrant dual left turn lanes.  ALDOT requires a capacity analysis for situations 
where the left-turning volume exceeds 250 vph to determine whether a dual left turn lane is warranted.  
In some cases, lower volumes may warrant dual left turn lanes (e.g., side street property access) to 
maintain or improve capacity and/or operational efficiency.  For example, the addition of dual left turn 
lanes (major street and/or side street) typically results in a higher percentage of green time in a signal 
cycle being available to through traffic for the major street.  Such special cases also require a capacity 
analysis. 
 
Minimum deceleration and taper lengths shown in Table 4.5 apply to dual left turn lanes.  Storage 
requirements for dual left turns require a detailed capacity analysis using an ALDOT approved traffic 
model.  Where dual left-turns are provided, a minimum median width of 30 ft. is recommended (two 12 
ft. lanes, 2 ft offset, and a 4 ft. divider).  
 
4.5.4 Two-way Left Turn Lanes 
 
Situations with existing two-way left turn lanes (TWLT) are handled as special cases and are addressed 
in Chapter 5 on retrofitting access management. 
 
4.6 Right Turn Lanes 
 
Right turn lanes are installed to increase the safety and capacity of a roadway.  This is accomplished by 
separating slower-moving right turning traffic from through traffic by providing an exclusive lane.  
Although there are clear safety and operational benefits of right turn lanes, they may not be required or 
even feasible for all locations.  They may also impact adjacent connections.  For this reason, an 
analysis must be performed to determine whether a right turn lane is warranted. The following sections 
provide procedures for performing right turn lane warrant analyses and describe the ALDOT geometric 
requirements (deceleration length and width) for right turn lanes. 
 
For initial screening, refer to ALDOT quick reference sheet for turn lanes in Appendix D. 
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4.6.1 Right Turn Lane Warrants 
 
A right turn lane is considered “warranted” when any of the following conditions are met:  
 

• An engineering evaluation indicates insufficient stopping sight distance for traffic movements 
impacted by the right turn; 

• An evaluation of crash experience (if right turn movement is existing) indicates that there have 
been five or more crashes within a 12 month period that could have been mitigated by the 
installation of a right-turn lane;  

• An engineering evaluation of the impacts of heavy vehicles (percent trucks, grade effects, etc.) 
on right turn operations and safety; or  

• An evaluation of applicable traffic volumes shows a right turn lane to be warranted.  A left/right 
Turn Lane Quick Guide is available in Appendix D of this manual.  It can be used as a screening 
tool to determine whether a turn lane is warranted.  If the left/right Turn Lane Quick Guide 
indicates a turn lane is warranted, then Section 4.6.2 of this manual should be consulted to 
determine dimensional requirements for right turn lanes.  If the applicant does not concur with 
the results of the left/right Turn Lane Quick Guide or it does not apply to a particular situation, a 
full right turn lane warrant analysis based on the procedures documented in NCHRP Report 
457∗* should be conducted and the results submitted to ALDOT with the permit application. 

 
Right turn lanes should also be considered whenever possible at major connections and through use of 
engineering judgment in conjunction with the following: 
 

• Corridor-specific access management plans; 
• Roadway widening plans; and 
• Roadway resurfacing projects. 

 
4.6.2 Right Turn Lane Geometric Design 
 
Once the need for a right turn lane has been established by a warrant analysis, the design of the new 
lane must conform to strict standards to ensure optimal safety and efficiency of traffic flow.  The 
following sections describe the ALDOT geometric requirements (storage length, taper dimensions, and 
width) for right turn lanes.  A diagram of right turn lane components is included as Figure 4.10. 
 

 
Figure 4.10 – Geometric Design Elements of a Right Turn Lane (Not to Scale) 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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4.6.2.1 Right Turn Lane Lengths 
 
The geometric design standards for right turn lanes shall follow the policy set forth in the left turn lane 
Section of this manual.  Just as outlined for left turn lanes, a right turn lane is composed of entering 
taper, deceleration length, and storage length.  All minimum turn lane lengths specified in Table 4.6 
shall also be applied to right turn lanes. 
 
4.6.2.2 Right Turn Lane Tapers 
 
ALDOT requires a taper to be a straight line taper. Required taper lengths based upon design speed 
are included in Table 4.6. 
 
4.6.2.3 Right Turn Lane Storage 
 
Right turn lanes shall provide sufficient storage length to accommodate the number of vehicles likely to 
accumulate during specific intervals within periods of peak traffic.  The following is required for right turn 
lanes:  
 

• Unsignalized intersections – The storage length may be based upon the number of turning 
vehicles arriving in an average two-minute period within the peak hour. Storage for right turn 
lanes should be increased whenever the 100’ minimum storage length is determined to be 
insufficient.   
 

• Signalized intersections – Storage length at signalized intersections depends upon signal 
cycle length, signal phasing, and the arrival/departure rate of turning vehicles.  The required 
storage length shall be based upon two times the average number of vehicles that would be 
expected to queue in the left turn lane per cycle.   When completing right turn lane storage 
analysis, special care should be given to accommodate the queuing of adjacent through lanes.   

 
Queue lengths for right-turning vehicles may either be completed by the equation listed in the Turn 
Lane Quick Guide in Appendix D of this manual or by an ALDOT approved traffic simulation model. 
 
4.7 Interstate Interchange Vicinity 
 
One of the most important access management challenges occurs in the immediate vicinity of 
interchanges.  The following section discusses access management issues specific to the area near an 
interchange.  
 
The appropriate level of access near an interchange is a function of the type (i.e., classification) of the 
crossroad, the connection type and the nature of the land use in the vicinity (i.e., along the 
crossroad).  Two major elements affecting location of connection points along an interchange crossroad 
are:  
 

• the distance from the interchange to the first connection along the crossroad (especially if it is a 
signalized intersection) and  

• the appropriate spacing of connections along the crossroad. 
  
Table 4.7 shows the ALDOT minimum spacing for the first access crossroad from the ramp.  
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TABLE 4.7 Minimum Connection Spacing Requirements in the Vicinity of Interchanges 

Access Type Fully Developed 
Urban (< 45mph) 

Suburban/Urban 
(> 45mph) Rural (> 55mph) 

First RIRO access from the off-ramp 750 990 1320 
First directional median opening 990 1320 1320 
First full access before ramp  990 1320 1320 
First signalized intersection 2640 2640 2640 

 
4.8 Accommodating Other Transportation Modes 
 
When pedestrians and bicycles are to use a connection or if there are sidewalks and bicycle paths 
crossing a connection, driveway turning radii and widths must be designed to safely accommodate the 
these modes.   
 
Turning radii and driveway widths for connections serving transit vehicles must be designed to 
accommodate the appropriate design vehicle.   
 
4.9 Signage 
 
ALDOT requires that all signage conform to the ALDOT Miscellaneous Guide Sign Manual∗* (latest 
edition). 
 
 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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Chapter 5 
Retrofitting Access 

Management to 
Existing Roadways 

 
 
The ALDOT Access Management Manual provides guidance on implementing access management in 
developed areas along the State maintained highway network.  The primary objectives of this chapter 
include the following:   
 

1) Introduce the reader to the difficulty of retrofitting access management techniques.  
2) Outline techniques that can be used to retrofit access management to existing roadways. 

 
The information presented and the reference materials provided in this chapter will assist in the 
successful implementation of access management techniques on roadways within Alabama.  
 
5.1 Application of Access Management Techniques to Existing Roadways 
 
Access management techniques can be applied to existing/developed roadways as part of a process 
commonly referred to as “retrofit” by application of the guidelines set forth in this manual.  Access 
management techniques can also be applied to undeveloped roadways using the same process. 
Introduction of access management techniques on roadways that are currently developed will often be 
difficult and controversial.  Innovative solutions will be needed to achieve the desired goals of improved 
safety and traffic operations along state roadways.  
 
Access management techniques should be considered whenever property access is considered along 
a state roadway.  Each permit/construction project is an opportunity to provide an access management 
solution that will make roadways safer and improve traffic operations.  Wherever possible the 
guidelines outlined in this Manual should be followed when developing retrofit solutions to current 
roadways.  
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It is common for there to be opposition to the application of access management principles along a 
roadway.  In general, opposition to the principals of access management makes the implementation 
process difficult.  Common constraints and arguments that will be raised include:  
 

• physical limitations;  
• impacts on business; 
• traffic flow effects; 
• costs and benefits; and 
• compliance with the AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets∗*. 

 
In many instances, access management techniques can improve symptoms along existing roadways 
such as congestion (as evidenced by long queues at intersections), low travel speeds, and traffic 
crashes.  It can be demonstrated that the benefits of fewer crashes, saved time, and reduced fuel 
consumption exceed the cost associated with the implementation of access management 
improvements. 
 
5.2 When to Apply Access Management Techniques 
 
As mentioned, access management techniques should be considered whenever property access is 
considered along a state highway.  In addition, they should also be considered during roadway 
improvement/construction projects or whenever conditions along a roadway present concerns.  
Conditions that might be encountered on Alabama highways that could warrant an access management 
retrofit program include: 
 

Safety: increased congestion and crashes along a given section of roadway exists that 
can be attributed to random or inadequate access. 
  
Major Reconstruction: major reconstruction of a roadway with the development of 
design plans makes access management and control essential.  
 
Roadway Expansion: improvements that can be implemented as part of a roadway 
expansion project make it practical to reorient access to a cross street and remove (or 
reduce) roadway access. 
 
Coordinating Driveways: planned new driveways on one side of the roadway lead to 
coordination of existing driveways on the other side.  

 
5.3 Techniques Applicable to Retrofit 
 
The variety of access techniques that can be used in the retrofit of existing roadways can be grouped 
as to the length of roadway affected (point improvement or route segment) and by the physical 
elements involved, as identified in Table 5.1.  General methods by which these physical improvements 
might be implemented are identified in Table 5.2. 

 
  

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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TABLE 5.1 Classification of Physical Improvements 
Physical 
Element 

Point 
Improvement 

Route Segment 
Improvement 

Driveways X  

Medians X X 

Auxiliary 
Lanes X  

Frontage 
Roadways  X 

Signal 
Removal X X 

 

TABLE 5.2 Techniques for Implementing point and route improvements 

Physical Elements Implementation Techniques 
Driveways Relocate 
 Eliminate 
 Consolidate 
 Improve throat width/curb return radii and vertical alignment 
 Increase corner clearance 
Medians, Point Close 
 Redesign to permit specific movement only 
 Add turn bay/improve turn by geometry 
Medians, Route Segment Add non-traversable median 
 Close/redesign median openings 
 2-way continuous left-turn lane 
Auxiliary Lanes Right-turn deceleration lanes 
 Continuous right-turn lane 
 Right-turn acceleration lanes 
 Left-turn bays 
Frontage Roadways Reverse frontage to increase throat length (see Figure 4.7) 
 Increase separation from through roadway 
 One-way operation 
 Inter-parcel circulation 

 
5.3.1 Retrofit Techniques to Limit the Number of Conflict Points 
 
Specific actions that can be included in a retrofit program to limit the number of conflict points on a 
roadway segment either as a reconstruction process or when requests for new access points are 
considered are summarized as follows: 
 

1) Install median barrier or raised median divider with no direct left-turn access. 
2) Install raised median divider with left-turn deceleration lanes. 
3) Install one-way operation to the roadway. 
4) Install traffic signals at high-volume driveways that meet spacing criteria and applicable 

traffic signal warrants. 
5) Channelize median openings to prevent left-turn ingress and/or egress maneuvers. 
6) Widen right through lanes to limit right-turn encroachment onto the adjacent lane to the left. 
7) Install channelizing islands to prevent left-turn deceleration lane vehicle from returning to the 

through lanes. 
8) Install physical barrier to prevent uncontrolled access along property frontages. 
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9) Locate driveway opposite a three-leg intersection and install traffic-signals where they meet 
spacing criteria outlined in this manual and minimum signal warrant criteria.  

10) Install driveway channelizing island to prevent left-turn maneuvers. 
11) Install driveway channelizing island to prevent driveway encroachment conflicts. 
12) Install channelizing islands to control the merge area of right-turn egress vehicle 

situations. 
 
5.3.2 Retrofit Techniques Used to Separate Conflict Areas 
 
Specific actions that can be included in a retrofit program for a roadway to separate conflict points on a 
roadway segment either as a reconstruction process or when requests for new access points are 
considered are summarized as follows: 
 

1) Regulate the minimum spacing of driveways as outlined in this manual. 
2) Regulate the minimum corner clearance as outlined in this manual. 
3) Optimize driveway spacing and meet the requirements outlined in this manual wherever 

possible. 
4) Regulate the maximum number of access points per property frontage based on the criteria 

outlined in this manual wherever possible. 
5) Consolidate access for adjacent properties in an effort to meet the spacing criteria outlined 

in this manual where possible. 
6) Consolidate existing access whenever separate parcels are assembled under one purpose, 

plan, entity, or usage. 
7) Designate the maximum number of driveways regardless of future subdivision of property. 
8) Require access on lower classified roadways in lieu of additional driveways on arterials 

where possible. 
 
5.3.3 Retrofit Techniques for Speed Limit Issues 
 
Specific actions that can be included in retrofit programs as part of a reconstruction project or when 
requests for new access points are made to address speed limit adjustment issues on a roadway 
segment are summarized as follows: 
 

1) Improve driveway sight distances.  
2) Restrict parking on the roadway next to driveways to increase turning speeds. 
3) Regulate minimum sight distance.  
4) Increase the effective approach width of a driveway. 
5) Improve driveway profile. 
6) Regulate driveway construction and maintenance (require performance bonds). 
7) Install channelizing islands to prevent driveway vehicles from backing onto a state roadway. 
8) Install channelizing islands to move ingress merge points laterally away from the roadway. 
9) Move sidewalk-driveway crossing laterally away from the roadway. 

 
5.3.4 Retrofit Techniques to Remove Turning Vehicles from Through Lanes 
 
The removal of turning vehicles from through lanes can have significant benefits in improving traffic 
operations within a roadway segment. Additionally, fewer crashes from such actions have also been 
shown to be a significant result. The following techniques can be applied to retrofit situations where the 
removal of turning vehicles from through lanes is desired. 
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1) Install left turn lanes. 
2) Install median deceleration lanes to store left-turning vehicles. 
3) Install left-turn deceleration lanes in lieu of right-angle crossovers. 
4) Install sufficient median storage for left-turning vehicles. 
5) Increase storage capacity of existing left and right turn lanes. 
6) Construct a service/frontage roadway (front or back of property). 
7) Install supplementary access on lower classified roadways (collectors and locals) when 

available. 
8) Encourage connections between adjacent properties. 
9) Require adequate internal design and circulation plans for adjacent property. 

 
5.3.5 Removal of Unwarranted or Poorly Spaced Traffic Signals 
 
Benefits of removing unwarranted signals and those which interfere with efficient progression include: 
  

• smoother traffic flow,  
• lower crash rates, 
• reduced delay,  
• reduced vehicular emissions,  
• improved fuel economy, and  
• reduced congestion.  

 
It is generally recognized that removal of such unwarranted and improperly spaced signals will improve 
safety and reduce maintenance costs.  Although costs vary considerably, the one-time cost of removing 
an unwarranted signal and replacing it with side-street stop signs has been estimated to be 
approximately equal to the annual costs of operation and maintenance of the existing traffic signal.  
Where signals are closely spaced, removal of signals that interfere with efficient progression will 
improve traffic flow on roadways. Consideration of removal of existing traffic signals as part of an 
access management retrofit plan should be done through appropriate technical studies as outlined in 
the ALDOT Traffic Signal timing and Design Manual∗* 
 
5.4 Access Permitting and Developing a Retrofit Plan 
 
Access to all roadways maintained by the State of Alabama is regulated by the Alabama Department of 
Transportation. For specific requirements related to permitting of access to state roadways, applicants 
should refer to the ALDOT Permit Manual*.  If a request for access to a state-maintained roadway is 
anticipated in a particular segment that is: 
 

• in a developed area,  
• in areas where congestion exists,  
• in the vicinity of an interchange, or 
• within the influence area of major intersections, or  
• if the particular segment involves a development that would require multiple access points, then 

the applicant should contact the Alabama Department of Transportation to discuss the 
impending request for access.  

 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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This initial contact with the Alabama Department of Transportation should be through the District 
Manager’s office within the county in which the request will be made. See Appendix for list of ADLOT 
District offices and phone numbers.  The District Manager, through discussions with the applicant, will 
make an initial determination of the level of study and coordination required by the Alabama 
Department of Transportation. Subsequent to contact with the District Manager, the need for a project 
concept meeting will be determined.  
 
The best time to determine the need for the application of access management principles is during the 
initial contact phases of the project.  The applicant should work with ALDOT officials to determine if an 
access management retrofit plan should be developed.   
 
If it is determined by ALDOT that a retrofit plan is needed for the consideration of the requested access 
permit, the plan shall be developed by the applicant and submitted to the ALDOT District Manager’s 
office for review and comment. 
 
The development of retrofit plans shall be developed utilizing the techniques outlined in this manual.  
The District Manager will provide comments on the retrofit plan as well as the request for access from 
his office and/or in association with the Division office or Maintenance Bureau. The results of this 
process would be the development of an access concept for property proposed for development and a 
plan for retrofitting for a particular segment of roadway that the Alabama Department of Transportation 
would issue a concept approval.  Permitting of elements of the approved concept plan would be subject 
to the criteria outlined in the ALDOT Permit Manual∗* and ALDOT Standard & Special Drawings*. 
 
 

                                                
∗ To access a copy of the latest version of this document refer to Appendix A 
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Manual,	  Document	  or	  Map	  Referenced	   Where	  to	  Find	  It	  
AASHTO	  Highway	  Capacity	  Manual	  (HCM2010)	   American	  Association	  of	  State	  Highway	  and	  Transportation	  Officials	  website:	  	  

www.transportation.org	  	  
AASHTO	  Policy	  on	  Geometric	  Design	  of	  Highways	  and	  
Streets	  

American	  Association	  of	  State	  Highway	  and	  Transportation	  Officials	  website:	  
www.transportation.org	  	  

ALDOT	  Highway	  Functional	  Classification	  (HFC)	  Maps	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	  select	  “Transportation	  Planning”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Navigation”,	  click	  on	  Surveying	  and	  Mapping	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  HFC	  Maps	  	  

ALDOT	  Maintenance	  Bureau	  Publications	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	  select	  “Maintenance”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Quick	  Links”,	  click	  on	  Maintenance	  Bureau	  Publications	  

ALDOT	  Maintenance	  Manual	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	  select	  “Maintenance”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Quick	  Links”,	  click	  on	  Maintenance	  Bureau	  Publications	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  Maintenance	  Manual	  

ALDOT	  Miscellaneous	  Guide	  Sign	  Manual	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	  select	  “Maintenance”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Quick	  Links”,	  click	  on	  Maintenance	  Bureau	  Publications	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  Miscellaneous	  Sign	  Manual	  

ALDOT	  Permit	  Manual	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	  select	  “Maintenance”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Quick	  Links”,	  click	  on	  Maintenance	  Bureau	  Publications	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  Permit	  Manual	  

ALDOT	  Standard	  and	  Special	  Drawings	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Doing	  Business”,	  select	  “Standard	  Specifications	  and	  Drawings”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  

ALDOT	  Standard	  Specifications	  for	  Highway	  Construction	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	  select	  “Construction”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Resources”,	  click	  on	  Specifications	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  Standard	  Specifications	  for	  Highway	  Construction	  
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Manual,	  Document	  or	  Map	  Referenced	   Where	  to	  Find	  It	  
ALDOT	  Traffic	  Signal	  Timing	  &	  Design	  Manual	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  

2. Under	  “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	  select	  “Maintenance”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Quick	  Links”,	  click	  on	  Maintenance	  Bureau	  Publications	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  ALDOT	  Traffic	  Signal	  Design	  &	  Timing	  Manual	  

ALDOT	  Utilities	  Manual	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Doing	  Business”,	  select	  “Publications”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Design	  Documents”,	  select	  “ALDOT	  Utilities	  Manual	  	  

ALDOT	  Warrant	  Analysis	  Worksheet	   1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	  “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	  select	  “Maintenance”	  from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Quick	  Links”,	  click	  on	  Maintenance	  Bureau	  Publications	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  Warrant	  Analysis	  Worksheet	  

ITE	  Trip	  Generation	  Manual	   Institute	  of	  Transportation	  Engineers	  website	  
www.ite.org	  	  

MUTCD	  –	  Manual	  on	  Uniform	  Traffic	  Control	  Devices	   Federal	  Highway	  Administration	  website:	  
http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/pdfs/2009/pdf_index.htm	  	  

NCHRP	  Report	  457	   	   Transportation	  Research	  Board	  wesbite	  
www.trb.org/publications/nchrp/esg/esg.pdf	  	  

	  

It	  is	  the	  responsibility	  of	  the	  Applicant	  to	  ensure	  that	  all	  aspects	  of	  the	  permit	  governed	  by	  the	  referenced	  documents	  comply	  with	  the	  latest	  version	  of	  
each	  adopted	  by	  ALDOT.	  
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Office	   Address	   Phone	  Number	  
Division	  1	   23445	  US	  Hwy	  431,	  Guntersville,	  AL	  	  35796	   256-‐582-‐2254	  
District	  12	   4711	  Governor's	  House	  Drive,	  Huntsville,	  AL	  	  35805	   256-‐837-‐0111	  
District	  13	   3417	  AL	  Hwy	  71,	  Dutton,	  AL	  	  35744	   256-‐228-‐6028	  
District	  14	   15797	  Hwy	  69	  North,	  Joppa,	  AL	  	  35087	   256-‐586-‐4178	  
District	  15	   4509	  Airport	  Road,	  Gadsden,	  AL	  35904	   256-‐442-‐4436	  
District	  16	   6480	  2nd	  Avenue	  West,	  Oneonta,	  AL	  	  35121	   205-‐274-‐2112	  

	   	   	  Division	  2	   295	  Highway	  20	  East,	  Tuscumbia,	  AL	  	  35674	   256-‐389-‐1400	  
District	  21	   295	  Highway	  20	  East,	  Tuscumbia,	  AL	  	  35674	   256-‐389-‐1441	  
District	  22	   850	  AL	  Hwy	  101,	  Town	  Creek,	  AL	  	  35672	   256-‐974-‐0648	  
District	  23	   272	  Industrial	  Drive,	  Hamilton,	  AL	  	  35570	   205-‐921-‐2117	  
District	  24	   21113	  Hwy	  20	  West,	  Tanner,	  AL	  	  35671	   256-‐353-‐8862	  

	   	   	  Division	  3	   1020	  Bankhead	  Highway	  West,	  Birmingham,	  AL	  	  35204	   205-‐328-‐5820	  
District	  31	   1020	  Bankhead	  Highway	  West,	  Birmingham,	  AL	  	  35204	   205-‐581-‐5702	  
District	  34	   542	  Cordova	  Cutoff	  Road,	  Jasper,	  AL	  	  35501	   205-‐221-‐9128	  
District	  35	   3805	  Highway	  31,	  Calera,	  AL	  	  35040	   205-‐668-‐0173	  

	   	   	  Division	  4	   240	  Highway	  280,	  Alexander	  City,	  AL	  	  35010	   256-‐234-‐4265	  
District	  41	   240	  Highway	  280,	  Alexander	  City,	  AL	  	  35010	   256-‐234-‐8480	  
District	  42	   1545	  US	  Hwy	  431	  N,	  Anniston,	  AL	  	  36204	   256-‐820-‐3131	  
District	  43	   9100	  US	  Hwy	  280	  West,	  Auburn,	  AL	  	  36830	   334-‐887-‐3341	  
District	  44	   10214	  Highway	  9,	  Delta,	  AL	  	  36258	   256-‐253-‐2158	  
District	  45	   30265	  AL	  Hwy	  21,	  Talladega,	  AL	  	  35161	   256-‐362-‐1240	  
District	  46	   56	  Silver	  Run	  Road,	  Seale,	  AL	  	  36875	   334-‐855-‐4735	  

	   	   	  Division	  5	   2715	  East	  Skyland	  Boulevard,	  Tuscaloosa,	  AL	  	  35407	   205-‐553-‐7030	  
District	  51	   432	  12th	  Street	  NW,	  Fayette,	  AL	  	  35555	   205-‐932-‐8930	  
District	  52	   2715	  East	  Skyland	  Boulevard,	  Tuscaloosa,	  AL	  	  35407	   205-‐553-‐7030	  
District	  53	   20233	  Hwy	  17	  South,	  Carrollton,	  AL	  	  35447	   205-‐367-‐8746	  
District	  54	   8586	  AL	  Hwy	  22	  West,	  Maplesville,	  AL	  	  36750	   334-‐366-‐2954	  
District	  55	   9371	  Hwy	  14,	  Greensboro,	  AL	  	  36744	   334-‐624-‐8851	  

	   	   	  Division	  6	   1525	  Coliseum	  Boulevard,	  Montgomery,	  AL	  	  36110	   334-‐269-‐2311	  
District	  61	   3298	  AL	  Hwy	  143,	  Elmore,	  AL	  	  36025	   334-‐567-‐4379	  
District	  62	   21205	  Hwy	  82	  East,	  Union	  Springs,	  AL	  	  36089	   334-‐738-‐2150	  
District	  63	   608	  Chisholm	  Street,	  Montgomery,	  AL	  	  36110	   334-‐242-‐6572	  
District	  64	   2618	  Fort	  Dale	  Road,	  Greenville,	  AL	  	  36037	   334-‐382-‐6614	  
District	  65	   7489	  US	  Hwy	  80	  W,	  Marion	  Junction,	  AL	  	  36759	   334-‐875-‐4455	  
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Division	  7	  

	  
	  
	  
	  
299	  Elba	  Highway,	  Troy,	  AL	  	  36079	   334-‐566-‐4830	  

District	  71	   171	  Sam	  Houston	  Boulevard,	  Dothan,	  AL	  	  36303	   334-‐794-‐4958	  
District	  72	   3710	  Plaza	  Drive,	  Enterprise,	  AL	  	  36330	   334-‐347-‐8166	  
District	  73	   11975	  Lavon	  Shaddix	  Lane,	  Andalusia,	  AL	  	  36420	   334-‐222-‐5555	  
District	  74	   461	  Black	  Forest	  Drive,	  Ozark,	  AL	  	  36360	   334-‐774-‐4542	  
District	  75	   299	  Elba	  Highway,	  Troy,	  AL	  	  36079	   334-‐670-‐2475	  
District	  76	   760	  Highway	  30,	  Eufaula,	  AL	  	  36027	   334-‐687-‐3161	  

	   	   	  Division	  8	   129	  Grove	  Hill	  Avenue,	  East,	  Grove	  Hill,	  AL	  	  36451	   251-‐275-‐4103	  
District	  81	   129	  Smith	  Avenue,	  Livingston,	  AL	  	  35470	   205-‐652-‐7964	  
District	  82	   20541	  Range	  St.,	  Thomaston,	  AL	  	  36783	   334-‐627-‐3458	  
District	  83	   3360	  Camden	  Bypass,	  Camden,	  AL	  	  36726	   334-‐682-‐4718	  
District	  84	   600	  Max	  Gillis	  Road,	  Grove	  Hill,	  AL	  	  36451	   251-‐275-‐3675	  

	   	   	  Division	  9	   1701	  I-‐65	  West	  Service	  Road	  North,	  Mobile,	  AL	  	  36618	   251-‐470-‐8200	  
District	  91	   1701	  I-‐65	  West	  Service	  Road	  North,	  Mobile,	  AL	  	  36618	   251-‐470-‐8209	  
District	  92	   47450	  Rabun	  Road,	  Bay	  Minette,	  AL	  	  36507	   251-‐937-‐2086	  
District	  93	   10610	  Hwy	  31,	  Evergreen,	  AL	  	  36401	   251-‐578-‐7546	  
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 Directions to Functional Classification  

Maps of Alabama Roadways  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://cpmsweb2.dot.state.al.us/TransPlan/Surveying/HFC/HFC.aspx	  
 

or 
 
1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	   “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	   select	   “Transportation	   Planning”	  

from	  the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Navigation”,	  click	  on	  Surveying	  and	  Mapping	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  HFC	  Maps	  	  
 



Appendix	  D	  
Left/Right	  Turn	  Lane	  Quick	  Guide	  

	  
	  
Directions:	   The	   Information	  contained	   in	   this	  worksheet	   should	  be	  used	  as	  a	   turn	   lane	  guide	   for	   smaller	  outparcel	  developments	  
along	  ALDOT	  roadways.	  	  Follow	  steps	  1-‐3	  to	  determine	  estimated	  peak	  hour	  traffic	  conditions	  for	  the	  proposed	  development,	  and	  
then	  compare	  with	  turn	   lane	  traffic	  volume	  guides	  at	   the	  bottom	  of	   the	  sheet	   to	  determine	   if	  a	   turn	   lane	  requirement	  should	  be	  
considered.	  	  Note	  the	  following:	  

• All	  information	  included	  on	  this	  sheet	  assumes	  a	  45	  MPH	  posted	  speed	  limit	  or	  above.	  
• This	  sheet	  does	  not	  replace	  a	  traffic	  study	  (when	  required)	  nor	  does	  it	  replace	  actual	  development	  specific	  turn	  lane	  

warrant	  procedures	  as	  described	  in	  Chapter	  4	  of	  the	  ALDOT	  Access	  Management	  Manual.	  	  	  
• For	  more	  information	  regarding	  traffic	  studies	  see	  Chapter	  3	  of	  the	  ALDOT	  Access	  Management	  Manual.	  
• For	  more	  information	  regarding	  turn	  lane	  requirements	  see	  Chapter	  4	  of	  the	  ALDOT	  Access	  Manual.	  
• Contact	  your	  local	  ALDOT	  District	  staff	  (refer	  to	  Appendix)	  with	  any	  questions	  regarding	  information	  on	  this	  sheet.	  
• 	  

	   	  

Step	  #3:	  Peak	  Hour	  Driveway	  Traffic	  Volumes	  Calculation	  
	  
______%	  Rights	  (from	  Step	  #2)*	  ______	  Trips	  (from	  Step	  #1)	  =	  ______	  Peak	  Hour	  Right	  Turns	  
______%	  Lefts	  (from	  Step	  #2)	  *	  ______	  Trips	  (from	  Step	  #1)	  =	  ______Peak	  Hour	  Left	  Turns	  
	  
Note:	  This	  assumes	  1	  site	  driveway	  only.	  	  If	  multiple	  driveways	  are	  proposed	  driveway	  volumes	  should	  
be	  adjusted	  accordingly.	  	  See	  the	  ALDOT	  Access	  Manual	  Chapter	  4	  for	  guidance.	  

Left	  Turn	  Lane	  Guidelines:	  
Roadway	  Under	  6,000	  veh/day	  AADT	  
If	  the	  peak	  hour	  left	  turns	  are	  greater	  than	  40	  then	  
a	  left	  turn	  lane	  is	  required.	  

Roadway	  Over	  6,000	  veh/day	  AADT	  
If	  the	  peak	  hour	  left	  turns	  are	  greater	  than	  30	  then	  
a	  left	  turn	  lane	  is	  required.	  
	  

Step	  #1:	  Trip	  Generation	  Estimates	  –	  Peak	  Hour	  Inbound	  Only	  
Residential	  Land	  Uses:	  

• Single	  Family	  Residential	  Housing:	  _____units	  *	  (	  0.63)	  
• Apartments:	  _____units	  *	  (0.40)	  
• Town	  Homes	  or	  Condominiums:	  _____units	  *	  (0.35)	  
• Mobile	  Home	  Park:	  _____units	  *	  (0.37)	  

Commercial	  Land	  Uses:	  
• Office	  Building:	  (_____ft2	  floor	  area/1000)	  *	  (1.36)	  
• Warehousing:	  (_____ft2	  floor	  area/1000)	  *	  (0.24)	  
• General	  Retail	  (Shopping	  Center):	  (_____	  ft2	  floor	  area/1000)	  *	  (1.83)	  
• Convenience	  Store	  w/Gas	  Pumps:	  (_____fueling	  stations)	  *	  (9.54)	  
• Pharmacy	  w/Drive	  Through:	  (_____	  ft2	  floor	  area/1000)	  *	  (5.18)	  
• Drive	  In	  Bank:	  (_____ft2	  floor	  area/1000)	  *	  (12.91)	  
• Sit	  Down	  Restaurant:	  (____ft2	  floor	  area/1000)	  *	  (6.58)	  
• Fast	  Food	  Restaurant	  w/	  Drive	  Thru:	  (____ft2	  floor	  area/1000)	  *(25.17)	  

	  

Step	  #2:	  Determine	  
Direction	  of	  Approach	  

	  
Evaluate	   the	   existing	   field	  
conditions	   and	   determine	   the	  
following	  directions	  of	  approach	  for	  
peak	  hour	  inbound	  site	  traffic:	  
	  
______%	   Traffic	   approaching	  
driveway	  as	  right	  turns	  
	  
______%	   Traffic	   approaching	  
driveway	  as	  left	  turns	  

Right	  Turn	  Lane	  Guidelines:	  
Roadway	  Under	  6,000	  veh/day	  AADT	  
If	  the	  peak	  hour	  right	  turns	  are	  greater	  than	  30	  then	  
a	  right	  turn	  lane	  is	  required.	  

Roadway	  Over	  6,000	  veh/day	  AADT	  
If	  the	  peak	  hour	  right	  turns	  are	  greater	  than	  20	  then	  
a	  right	  turn	  lane	  is	  required.	  
	  

The	  need	  for	  a	  turn	  lane	  is	  not	  totally	  absolved	  when	  the	  estimated	  number	  of	  peak	  hour	  turns	  falls	  below	  the	  
values	  shown	  above.	  	  A	  turn	  lane	  or	  turn	  lane	  warrant	  analysis	  may	  still	  be	  required	  at	  ALDOT’s	  discretion.	  



Appendix	  D	  
Left/Right	  Turn	  Lane	  Quick	  Guide	  

	  
	  

Note:	  AADT	  Data	  can	  be	  found	  via:	  
	  
1. Go	  to	  ALDOT	  Home	  Page	  at	  www.dot.state.al.us	  
2. Under	   “Bureaus/Divisions/Offices”,	   select	   “Transportation	   Planning”	   from	  

the	  pick	  list.	  
3. Under	  “Navigation”,	  click	  on	  Traffic	  Monitoring	  
4. Then	  click	  on	  Alabama	  Traffic	  Data	  	  
	  



Appendix E 
Left Turn Storage Length Calculations 

 
 
 
 
Directions: The following equation may be used to estimate the required left turn storage 
length:  
 

L = (V/N)(2)(S) 
where: 

L = storage length (ft)  
V = peak hour left-turn volume (vph)  
N = number of cycles per hour for signalized intersections (use 30 for un-signalized 
intersections) 
2 = a factor that provides for storage of all left-turning vehicles on most cycles  
S = queue storage length (typically assumed as 25 ft/vehicle) 

 
Based on the information illustrated above, Table A.1 illustrates approximate left turn storage 
requirements for a range of hourly left turn volumes at unsignalized intersections and 
signalized intersections with various cycle lengths. 
 
If an unsignalized intersection has 45 left turns per hour, Table A.1 indicates that a minimum 
storage length of 100 ft is required.  Therefore, the minimum turn lane length for the design 
speed would be sufficient.  If there are more than 70 left turns per hour then the minimum 
storage length is 120 ft.  Therefore, the total turn lane length must be lengthened by 20 ft.   
 

TABLE A.1 Minimum Left Turn Storage Lengths 
Approximate Vehicle Storage Requirements 

Un-signalized Intersections 

Peak Hour Left Turn Volume (VPH) 

<30 30 40 50 60 70 

100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft 120 ft 

Signalized Intersections 
Peak Hour Left Turn Volume (VPH) 

<50 50 60 70 80 90 

90 sec. Traffic Signal Cycle 100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft 115 ft 

100 sec. Traffic Signal Cycle 100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft 115 ft 125 ft 

110 sec. Traffic Signal Cycle 100 ft * 100 ft * 100 ft * 110 ft 125 ft 140 ft 
    * 100 ft minimum storage length is required. 
 
The values presented in Table A.1 should be used as a guide of when to consider detailed 
queue calculations.  They are not intended to replace actual queue calculations.   
 
 

The values presented in Table A.1 should be used as a guide of when to consider detailed queue 
calculations.  They are not intended to replace actual queue calculations. 




